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CAMPUS 
Poet's deadline set: 
The deadline for the 
American Poetry Associa- 
tion's contest has been set 
for Sept. 30. The contest is 
free and open to all. 
Poets should send one o- 
riginal poem, no more than 
20 lines, name and address 
at the top of the page, to 
American Poetry Associa- 
tion, Dept. CO-«4,250-A Po- 
treroSt, P.O. Box 1803, 
Santa Cruz, CA 95061. En- 
tries must be postmarked 
by Sept. 30. 
All poems will be con- 
sidered for publication and 
all entrants will receive a 
booklet full of information 
every poet needs to know. 
Fire on campus: 
Fire trucks were dispat- 
ched to the Commons at 
10:45 p.m. Monday, the 
Bowling Green Fire De- 
partment reported. The 
cause of the tire and extent 
of the damage were unk- 
nown at press time. No in- 
juries had been reported. 
CITY 
Artists welcomed: 
The Wood County Park 
District will be hosting the 
ninth annual Wood County 
Fine Art Show on Sat., Sept. 
29, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
This year's show will once 
again take place on all three 
floors of the Wood County 
Courthouse. All interested 
Wood County artists are 
welcome to register and 
display their work. Regis- 
tration is free. 
Alumnae honored: 
The 42nd Annual Prime- 
time Emmy Awards was 
aired Sunday on the Fox 
network. Ted Danson won 
Best Actor, while Can dice 
Bergman took the Best Ac- 
tress title. Eva Marie Saint, 
a Bowling Green alumnae, 
won best supporting actress 
in a miniseries or special for 
her role in NBC's "People 
Like Us." Saint continues to 
support the University by 




Hoping its streak of fuel 
leaks is over, NASA made 
final preparations Monday 
for its fourth attempt to 
launch Columbia with an 
observatory that will expose 
some of the hottest stars in 
the heavens. 
Columbia was scheduled 
toliftoffatl:28a.m.EDT 
Tuesday with seven astro- 
nauts and the $150 million 
Astro observatory. Meteor- 
ologists predicted an 80 per- 
cent chance of good weather 
at launch time. 
The major hurdle was to 
come Monday afternoon 
with the loading of more 
than a half-million gallons 
of liquid hydrogen and 




Tuesday, mostly sunny 
with increasing clouds in 
the after- 
V./ 











showers likely with thun- 
derstorms possible. Highs 
in the 70s. 
compiled from local and 
wire reports 
Students at BG City 
Council assembly 
question powers of 
police department 
Cheney fires Air Force chief 
by Sandra J, Kowalsky 
city writer 
University students packed the 
Bowling Green City Council 
meeting last night in an attempt 
to understand their legal rights, 
while a student leader demanded 
a special investigation of the ci- 
ty's police department. 
More than 150 residents, many 
of them students, awaited a 
chance to discuss their questions 
regarding the police breakup of 
parties at East Merry Avenue 
and Frazee Avenue two weekends 
ago. 
While City Council President 
Joyce Kepke said they were not in 
a position to discuss the legality 
of the issues that came before 
them, she said the council does 
not intend to ignore the com- 
ments. 
"We don't intend to push these 
issues that are raised this even- 
ing under the carpet," Kepke 
said. 
Senior Paul Streiner, 839 4th 
St., Apt. 10, called for a definition 
of the legal terms, specifically 
disorderly conduct. 
"We need to define what is 
legal. Can the police take a keg 
for disorderly conduct as evi- 
dence? " Streiner asked. 
Streiner also questioned what 
other evidence a policeman can 
take, where the line of confisca- 
tion is drawn and what grounds 
are used for entering an apart- 
ment. 
"We need a sheet," Streiner 
said. "We need something to look 
at that says okay, the police can't 
do this." 
University student Scott Swope 
agreed with Streiner's sugges- 
tion. Swope brought up the point 
that many officers did not re- 
spond to students' questions. 
"I think the least they could do 
is tell us what we are doing that is 
wrong," Swope said. "That is go- 
ing to save a lot of the confusion." 
He believes if the policemen 
would work with the students, in- 
stead of building up a wall, the 
situation would be more clear to 
students. 
Calling for an investigation of 
the city s police force, Under- 
graduate Student Government 
President Kevin Coughlin was 
impressed with the turnout of 
students at the meeting. 
Coughlin believes a committee 
of council members or the City- 
University Relations Committee 
should evaluate the police force. 
] See Council, page 6. 
Morale upbeat at 
Trustees' retreat 
by Jeremy S. Weber 
staff writer 
University trustees discussed 
long-range issues at last week's 
retreat to Sanduskv, which also 




ber, expected to 
be approved as 
trustee secre- 
tarv next 
month, said the 
retreat provid- 
ed a chance for 
the trustees and -E- 
administrators Barber 
to learn about each other. 
"The retreat genuinely touched 
on a wide and representative 
range of University issues," he 
said. "In many ways, the success 
of the retreat lay less in the in- 
formation conveyed than in the 
opportunity for making and ren- 
ewing friendships." 
Mary Edmonds, vice president 
of student affairs, agreed that the 
social interaction was the main 
benefit of the retreat. 
"The types of things discussed 
were not tangible in the sense of 
setting goals and making plans," 
she said. "The general purpose 
was to get people together and 
talking in a relaxed atmosphere. 
The tangible results come down 
the line." 
The retreat contained two sep- 
arate discussion sessions, Barber 
said. The first focused on educa- 
tional programs, faculty plan- 
ning, finances and staffing. The 
second session centered on de- 
mographics and student profiles, 
marketing, recruitment and re- 
tention, and shared government. 
Barber did not have cost esti- 
mates for the trip, but retreat or- 
ganizer Kay Meier said the Uni- 
versity rented 27 standard rooms 
from the Radisson Harbor Inn in 
Sandusky. A standard room at 
the hotel costs $110 — $120. 
Barber said some of the cost 
will be distributed among the 
academic units represented at 
the retreat. 
Trustee   member   Virginia 
Platt, who did not stay overnight 
at the hotel, said she would prefer 
relocating the retreats to state 
See  Retreat, page 7. 
Students honored under lights 
The Athletic Department and The BG News will sponsor Student 
Appreciation Day on Saturday, Oct. 20, in conjunction with the 
Eastern Michigan vs. Bowling Green night-time football game. 
Registered student groups have been invited to submit an applica- 
tion describing achievements from the past year for acknowledge- 
ment in The BG News, the game program on Oct. 20, and being noted 
on the electronic messageboard during the game. 
Groups may display banners at the game, however, they are asked 
to submit them prior to game day. 
T-shirts imprinted with the night game logo will be distributed to the 
first 6,000 students through the gates on game day. 
Groups or individuals may also enter a trivia contest printed every 
Tuesday until Student Appreciation Day. Ten questions will be in each 
contest and the group or individual who answers the most questions 
correctly will be entered into the championship round the week before 
the game. The winner will be treated to a tailgate party and reserved 
seating at the following week's football game. 
Group applications have been sent to advisers, and any group wish- 
ing to participate in Student Appreciation Day should contact Phil 
Goldstein, associate athletic director, no later than Oct. S. 
by Robert Burns 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON - Defense Sec- 
retary Dick Cheney fired Gen. 
Mike Dugan as Air Force chief of 
staff Monday after Dugan's pub- 
lic comments about contingency 
plans to unleash massive air 
raids on Iraq and target Saddam 
Hussein personally. 
Dugan, who had held the top 
Air Force job only three months, 
violated Pentagon rules by publi- 
cly discussing likely military tar- 
gets inside Iraq and disclosing 
classified information about the 
size of U.S. forces in the gulf 
area, Cheney said. 
"There are certain things we 
never talk about," Cheney said in 
explaining his decision to fire 
Dugan. He cited "operational 
matters" such as the selection of 
specific targets for potential air 
strikes and the targeting of for- 
eign leaders. 
Gen. Dugan's statements as 
reported in the press and as con- 
firmed by him to me — failed all 
of those tests," Cheney said. 
Dugan was away from the Pen- 
tagon on Monday and not availa- 
ble for comment, his office said. 
The Air Force chief took the job 
in July and quickly gained a repu- 
tation for openness with the news 
media and Congress. One gesture 
that illustrated this departure 
from past Air Force practice was 
Dugan's decision to give defense 
reporters laminated cards listing 
his office phone number and the 
numbers of his chief aides. 
Dugan, 53, retains his four-star 
rank, but he is expected to retire. 
"Protocol demands that he re- 
tire," a Pentagon source said. 
"There's no job in the Air Force 
he could really hold now." 
A senior Defense Department 
official said Cheney fired the 
general not simply because Du- 
gan spoke openly to the news 
media but because he said things 
that he had no authority to dis- 
cuss. 
"It's saying things that aren't 
true: it's saying things that wer- 
en't his decision to make. He's not 
See   Fired, page 7. 
Reachi Olympics 
Lori Winston, senior Delta Gamma sorority president, scales the 10-foot wa 
set up for the sixth annual Greek Olympiad. 
■O News/John Gneshop 
I on the obstacle course 
Olympiad raises $500 
by Heather Kelty 
staff writer 
An obstacle course with a 10-foot wall, tires, 
lots of water and stiff competition helped to 
make the sixth annual Greek Olympiad a suc- 
cess. 
This philanthropy, which took place Saturday 
at College Park, was sponsored by Kappa Ka- 
ppa Gamma sorority and Zeta Beta Tau frater- 
nity for the Bowling Green Family and Child 
Abuse Prevention Center. 
"I would p: oject that we raised about $500 for 
our philantnropy," Mike Hurlburt, vice presi- 
dent of external affairs for Zeta Beta Tau, said. 
"This is about what we have raised in the past." 
While the total amount collected has not yet 
been determined, $263 was collected at the god 
and goddess table, according to Michelle De- 





Vote. Vote! VOTE! 
We know. You are sick of hearing these worn 
pleas to register, to make a difference and to exercise 
your rights. 
Well, we're not going to inundate you with more of 
the same prattle. The same point has been made ump- 
teen times by other groups and media outlets. 
That is, only a complete idiot would live in America 
and not vote. 
Most University students fall in this category, but 
we've pretty much given up on them. If the multi- 
media bombardment of encouragements to vote 
hasn't sunk in by now, we are not going to lecture our 
readers. 
This message is directed at those who are just now 
eligible to register and for those who already have reg- 
istered. 
We'd like to see you vote here in Wood County. 
"But I'm from (Cleveland, Dayton, Detroit)," you 
gay. "I'm not spending the rest of my life here!" 
Few of us plan on it, either. But who spends his or 
her whole life in one location, especially these days? 
Moving around is a fact of life in today's America, es- 
pecially for college graduates. 
If a person lives in a town for five years and then 
moves on, is this a reasonable pretense for him or her 
not vote there? We think most would agree with us in 
saying no. 
So why not vote locally? We all plan to stay here at 
least four years —and college on the five year plan is 
becoming the norm rather than the exception. 
Despite the appeal of memories from wherever 
home was before college, Bowling Green, Ohio is 
where we live. Our home. 
Make a difference in yourtown. Your vote might not 
only improve your stay here, but it is a gift to the stu- 
dents wno will live here in the future. These students 
will have to face the same issues you grapple with now 
— restrictive drinking laws and landlord-tenant is- 
sues. 
Now is the time to send a message to state repre- 
sentative Randy Gardner (R-Bowling Green), a 
member of the House Colleges and Universities sub- 
committee in a key position to bring positive changes 
to our University. 
Local leaders are more likely to listen to students if 
they make noise. And the numbers show that with 
some organization, students can be heard. 
About 28,000 people live here, according to prelimi- 
nary figures from the 1990 census. The census from 10 
years before shows 13,800 of these residents are stu- 
dents — almost half the city. Graduate and under- 
graduate enrollment has increased since then, as well. 
Not only can students be heard — with enough moti- 
vation, they can bellow. It was this kind of noise that 
put University student Don Pond on city council in 1988 
— a first for University students. 
Until the registration deadline of 9 p.m., Oct. 9, The 
Newswill periodically print this registration form. In- 
vest in a postage stamp, and send it to: 
Wood County Board of Elections 
One Courthouse Square 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
We understand that not everyone is able to register 
in Bowling Green. Certain scholarships require the re- 
cipient to keep local residency, and perhaps some of us 
have close relatives running for office back home. 
In these situations, please remember to vote by ab- 
sentee ballot. Contact your local board of elections and 
have one mailed to you. 
But for most of us, not voting in the area you spend 
three-quarters of your life parallels volunteering to 
spend most of your college days under a dictatorship, 
benevolent or otherwise. 
Agreeing to this lifestyle sounds foolish, doesn't it? 
We see the people we disqualified from this editorial 
— the ones who haven't even thought about voting — 
as the true fools. 
But we hope they won't let our opinion dissuade 
them from registering. 
LETTERS 
Candidates recommended for USG senator elections 
To all undergraduate students: 
Today you have the responsibility to elect 12 members of the Under- 
graduate Student Government. The students you elect will be your 
voice in USG for the next year. I would like you to consider the follow- 
ing candidates when you vote today. 
Rob Routzahn is running from District 1, which includes Prout, Of- 
fenhauer East and Offenhauer West. Rob wants USG to show concern 
for students and not iust pass resolutions over which USG has no con- 
trol. Rob wants to relate campus concerns back to USG. 
David Long is running from District 3 which includes Kohl, Foun- 
ders and the off-campus Greek houses. While only a freshman, Dave 
has many good ideas. Dave wants to represent the needs of the fresh- 
men and sophomores living on campus. He also wants proper repre- 
sentation for the off-campus Greek houses which are a part of his dis- 
trict. Another concern of Dave's is campus safety and security and 
having the University continue taking positive strides where this mat- 
ter is concerned. 
Melissa Brown is running for one of the off-campus seats. Melissa is 
also concerned with campus safety and security. She would also like 
to see USG become closer to the student body and represent the voice 
of all students, not iust select students. 
Greg Richey is also running for an off-campus seat. Greg would like 
to see academic openness on campus and also for USG to become in- 
volved in the reduction of excessive financial burden placed on stu- 
dents to pay for tuition. Greg advocated better campus-city relations 
in light of the recent East Merry-Frazee incidents with the city police. 
Finally, waging a tough battle is Chris Stallkamp. Chris is running 
as a write-in candidate tor an off-campus seat. Chris would like to see 
increased minority enrollment at the University as well as improved 
recycling programs on campus. 
There are many other fine candidates running for the district sena- 
torial seats. I encourage all students who will be voting in today's 
election to consider the five mentioned in this letter and to vote for 
them. The Undergraduate Student Government works because of the 
student. You have a chance to take an active part in student govern- 
ment by voting. Use the power you have and vote today. 
David M. Rice 
USG Senator-At-Large 
Jfcsus Christ's words will outlive News columnist's 
Editor, The News: 
Contrasts can be thought provoking. Frank Peretti, a Christian au- 
thor lecturing in Toledo last month painted a pathetic picture for his 
audience of Shirley MacLaine, as he reflected on her New Age, panth- 
eistic proclamation "I am God ... I am God...". Peretti placed in our 
minds the vision of God looking down from heaven on Shirley as she 
saueaked these words from a California beach. 
This very contrast "reincarnated" itself in my own mind as I read 
Chuck Travis' liberal viewpoint on the Persian Gulf crisis. I thought of 
Quayle in the White House with a copy of The BG News reading Trav- 
is' outdated campus proclamation that the conservative Vice Presi- 
dent is better suited with the title "Donald Duck." Even the very-far- 
left ToledoBiade headlined a recent article, "The New and Improved 
Dan Quayle" praising him for the job he is doing and the presence he 
now portrays. 
In reference to Travis' typical, off-the-cuff bundling of the Bible 
with mythical folklore, I thought of this month's Reader's Digest arti- 
cle describing the recent archaeological discovery of animal bones 
upon a 1300 B.C. Israelite altar in Jordan. The discovery reveals to the 
world continuing evidence supporting the historical accuracy of the 
most widely read and respected book in human history which, accord- 
ing to the article, "cannot be ignored." 
I was reminded of Jesus' bold prophecy: "Heaven and earth will 
pass away, but my words will never pass away," and the modern day 
fulfillment: a four day public reading of the Bible as part of National 
Bible Week in our nation's capital, 1,960 years after those words were 
uttered. Contrasts can be thought-provoking. Somewhere in our city 
dump are fish bones, that no archaeologists will ever discover, 
wrapped neatly by a fading page two of the Sept. 5 issue of The BG 
News. 
Kenneth J.Kutz 
238 Math Science 
The BG News 
-An Independent Student Voice- 
Edttorial Board 
Barbara A. Weadock 
Editor 
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Portside shuts doors on Toledo 
Like the abandoned steam fac- 
tory next to it, the Portside Fes- 
tival Market Place seems 
doomed to extinction. 
This Friday, Portside will be 
padlocked and will take it's place 
among the carcasses that litter 
downtown Toledo. 
Heralded as a solution to the ci- 
ty's downward slump, Portside 
rned to throngs of Toledoans in 
early eighties. 
Throngs were enchanted with 
the novelty of its anachronistic 
architecture and nostalgia. 
But now the novelty has worn 
off and like a toy outgrown its en- 
chantment, the steel and glass 
carnival structure sits in lonely 
repose next to the Maumee River. 
Seems that visions die easily in 
Toledo. 
The crowds that flocked to the 
river on summer afternoons now 
only come for beer, leaving trails 
of plastic cups and foul smelling 
urinals. 
Walking through downtown one 
is struck by a solitude. 
During the day the streets are 
active with commerce and the 
pursuit of mid-western economic 
sovereignty. 
As evening deepens, the con- 
crete canyons of glass echo with 
emptiness and reflect the waning 
sun. 
Few people are seen. Elaine 
Higgens, Toledo's landmark bag 
lady can be seen wrapped in rags 
and Hefty bags pushing a rusty 
shopping cart down on Jefferson 
Avenue. 
The Purple Lady, a woman who 
sees herself as a prophetess, can 
be seen crossing the Cherry 
Street Bridge, holding her staff 
against the darkening skyline. 
As the "intellegensia,' of the 
city step into their sleek foreign 
made cars and stream out of the 
city into the suburbs, the heart of 







What happened to the promise 
of the city? 
The muscle that made the 
midwest an economic power- 
house during the post-war years 
has outgrown its use. 
The red-brick smokestack of 
the Willys-Overland Jeep plant 
has more lives than a cat. 
The auto industry which poured 
dollars into the Toledo market is 
on the road to joining Tyranno- 
saurusRex. 
Sooner or later stake tents will 
be pulled by auto makers and the 
result will be a rust belt ghost 
town. 
Culture is always barometer of 
a city's health. 
And culture, save for a world 
renowned art collection and a 
symphony orchestra, is lacking in 
Toledo. 
There is a mind set in the city 
that the state pie is not being 
shared evenly and that Toledo is 
only receiving crumbs. 
But this philosophy sounds des- 
perate, like the cries of a drown- 
ing man who has no resource with 
which to save himself. 
Media-wise, Toledo is a one 
horse town and the horse is out of 
sync with the reality that exists in 
Northwest Ohio. 
One could suggest that self- 
interest predominates the town's 
newspaper, for its fiscal power is 
not completely controlled by 
hometown dollars. 
Rather it is a number on the 
ledger of the Block conglomera- 
tion, a media dictum for their 
spectral corporate aims, which 
seem to dictate for Toledo a fac- 
tional use of political and eco- 
nomic development. 
Before I moved to Toledo, it's 
infamous image was printed on 
my imagination. It was the place 
where Klinger was from, the city 
known for its blizzards and school 
strikes. 
After living here for 12 years, it 
will always be remembered by 
me as place where the rich tap- 
estry of life unfurled and enve- 
loped me. 
A place of life long friendship 
and bittersweet heartbreak. And 
a place where my own personal 
visions began to crystalize. 
Portside was a symbol for 
much of this. Its view of the river 
and the grain docks is panoramic. 
One could see far down the 
river. 
A perspective that seems to be 
lacking these days in Toledo. 
Chuck Travis is a columnist 
forThe News. 
CORRECTION 
Tony Short, Director of Learning Services/WBGU at the University 
was incorrectly identified as director of Instructional Media Services 
in the story "Lessons now taught via cable" which appeared in The 
BG JVewsSept. 7. 
5:15 by J.A.Holmgren 
USG candidates profiled   New fraternity recruiting 
processes are catching on Campus safety, parking concerns for senate hopefuls 
by J. J Thompson 
staff writer 
Polls will be open Tuesday for 
Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment elections, with more than 14 
candidates campaigning for the 
12 district senator seats. 
Students can vote in the Union 
from 9 a.m. — 5 p.m. and in the 
entrances of Harshman, Kreis- 
cher, McDonald, Founders and 
Commons dining halls during 
dinner hours. 
The following is a list of the 
candidates and some issues they 
will focus on if elected: 
■District 1 — Offenhauer East 
and West: Rob Routzahn, sopho- 
more political science major. 
would like to promote student 
awareness of relevant campus is- 
sues: Bill Thacker, a sophomore 
English and pre-law major, 
would like to redesignate faculty 
and student parking Tots. 
■District 2 — McDonald Quad- 
rangle and Sorority Row: no offi- 
cial candidates. 
■District 3 — Founders Quad- 
rangle, Kohl Hall and Off- 
Campus Greek Houses: Dave 
Long, a freshman secondary edu- 
cation major with a political sci- 
ence focus, would like input on 
student and area needs before he 
decides on specific issues. 
■District 4 — Rodgers Quad- 
rangle, Old Fraternity Row, New 
Fraternity Row and Conklin: 
Scott Ziance, a sophomore chem- 
istry and pre-law major, would 
like to look at the possibility of 
having a recreational outdoor 
swimming pool constructed. 
■District 5 — Harshman Quad- 
rangle: Jason T. Jackson, a 
freshman pre-RTVF major, 
would like to extend Food Opera- 
tions dining hall hours; Sam Me- 
lendez, a freshman social studies 
education major, would like to 
see an improvement of quadran- 
gle bathrooms; Brian Tressler, a 
freshman   undecided   major. 
would like to extend Food Opera- 
tions dining hall hours. 
■District 6 — Kreischer Quad- 
rangle: James Walters, a fresh- 
man undecided major, would like 
to see the Kreischer Quadrangle 
sidewalks improved. 
■ Off-Campus — Melissa 
Brown, a junior international 
studies major with a political sci- 
ence minor, would like to involve 
more students in recycling and 
USG; Anne Carleton, a junior 
pre-phvsical therapy major, 
would like to implement a peer 
advising program between upper 
and lower classmen; Dave Gag- 
ner, a junior political science 
major, wants to focus on campus 
safety; Greg Richey, a junior po- 
litical science major, wants USG 
to take a stronger stand on 
protecting students' rights; Ke- 
vin Turner, a senior history 
major, would like to focus on ra- 
cial concerns and see more min- 
ority involvement in student 
government and issues. 
by Heather Felty 
staff writer 
"73 flL American 
■T Red Cross 
BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER _ 
New ways of Rushing are 
catching on at the University, but 
some Greeks believe changes 
may be a detriment rather than a 
plus to the system. 
Zeta Beta Tau initiated the 
'"Brotherhood Program" last fall 
and now Phi Sigma Kappa also is 
using the same style of rushing. 
Most fraternities have an eight 
week pledging period for their 
newest members, but the 
"Brotherhood Program" allows 
their rushees to become initiated 
five days after they have been in- 
vited to join. 
Phi Sigma Kappa gives a rush 
card to rushees they are inter- 
ested in and then assign a brother 
for each rushee to help them get 
involved with their fraternity. 
After the initiation process, 
they become full members of the 
fraternity and they have full vot- 
ing privileges. 
"We believe it offers more op- 
portunity for scholastic activity 
because it eliminates extra activ- 
ities associated in the pledging 
program," Marko Kralj, presi- 
dent of Phi Sigma Kappa, said. 
After Phi Sigma Kappa's 
national chapter discovered 10 of 
their chapters were hazing, they 
"This is clearly going to take effect and 
attract the high caliber student." 
-Wayne Colvin, director of Greek Life 
decided to induce the "Brother- 
hood Program." 
Even though the "Brotherhood 
Program" is going smoothly for 
Zeta Beta Tau, they did experi- 
ence initial problems with the 
system. 
" "Last fall it was a little rocky at 
first because no one was used to 
the system,"Joe Vasil, president 
of Zeta Beta Tau, said. "We 
couldn't integrate new members 
right away." 
While the program initially is 
hard to get accustomed to, some 
people think it will become quite 
popular. 
"This is clearly going to take 
effect and attract the high caliber 
student," Wayne Colvin, director 
of Greek life,said. 
While Colvin thinks it will make 
everyone more equal, Vasil be- 
lieves it is important for another 
reason. 
"I think it is going to be [uti- 
lized ] across the board because of 
liability," Vasil said. 
However, not everyone be- 
lieves   the   "Brotherhood   Pro- 
gram" is the best of ideas. 
"I don't think the Brotherhood 
Program is a wise plan because 
people can snow you and you 
don t really get a chance to know 
them well in this program," 
Steve Cigan, president of Lam- 
bda Chi Alpha, said. 
The Lambda Chi's have an 
alternative to the "Brotherhood 
Program" called the "Associate 
Membership." 
In this program, the men who 
rush are not called pledges. In- 
stead, they are known as associ- 
ate members. 
"They can do anything an ac- 
tive brother can but they iust 
don't know the ritual secrets," 
Cigan said. 
Lambda Chi Alpha has only 
used associate memership rush 
since chartered on campus Feb- 
ruary 27,1982. 
"Our goal is to help new mem- 
bers prepare for ritual — we 
stress brotherhood," Jon Bush, 
fraternity educator said. "We 




SAT., SEPT. 22 • INTRAMURAL FIELDS 
HAPPY HOUR 
MON-FRI     5-7 
NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIALS 
Mon - Taco Party 
Tue - Hot Hor's 
Wed ■ Nacho Night   n 
Thur - Super Sub 
Fri - Beer Dogs 
ITUXEDO JUNCTION! 
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IN A WEEK 
The fundraiser that's working 
on 1800 college campuses! 
Your campus group can earn up to 
$1000 in just one week. No investment 
needed Be first on your campus. A FREE 
gift just for calling Call Now 
1-800-765-8472 Ext.90 
" Your Connection to the World" 
The "We can't Believe it sale" 
Hey Students, We can't 
believe you haven't purchased 
Cable yet. Special Packages 
available with savings of 22% 
to 36% including 
installation , remotes, and 
bonus coupons, savings 
available for a very 
limited time only! 
CALL NOW!      352 - 8424 
We glady accept 
3d 







OUR OFFICE POLICY 
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE 
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE. WE WILL AC 
CEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT 
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR 
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE 
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREAT- 
MENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR 
POCKET. 
AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC 
1072 N. MAIN 
2 Blk. N. of Poo 
354-6166 
DBG 
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[MasterCard 
»    ™ 
118 N. Main 
Bowling Green, Oh. 43402 
(419)352-8424 
Office Hours 
8:00a.m. - 5:00p.m. 
Monday - Friday 
RUSH 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 18 WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 19 
KAPPA 
ALPHA 
THE REAL OFF-CAMPUS FRATERNITY 
ENOUGH SAID! 
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Just a day's work 
Narcotics detective Brad Conner makes the war on drugs his living 
by John KohUtrand 
city editor 
With the build of a Falcon line- 
man and standing more than six 
feet tall, Brad Conner draws a 
degree of respect even as he leans 
back behind his desk and reflects 
on his work. 
One can only imagine how in- 
timidating he must look when he 
comes out from behind his desk 
and pursues his real job duties — 
miles away from the drudgery of 
a 9 to 5 desk Job. 
Bowling Green Police De- 
tective Conner is the city's fore- 
most warrior in President Bush's 
"War on Drugs," a one-man nar- 
cotics bureau in a city that, until 
be was selected for the Job two 
years ago, did not even have a 
narcotics bureau. 
The stuff of television and film 
drama is just a day's work to 
Conner, who combines street col- 
loquialisms with a broad vocabu- 
lary when discussing his Job — 
one in which he said he is de- 
termined to excel. 
"I think as far as the guys here, 
I have the best Job on the depart- 
ment," Conner said. "I think they 
think that too. The freedom is 
there. I just come and go depend- 
ing on what's going on. 
'I carry a pager, I have a car 
phone, I can wear a beard if I 
want, I can wear my earring ... I 
enjoy my job." 
Conner is one of the few police 
officers you will see with an ear- 
rinR. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
The Nation's Largest Social Fraternity 
from Uoyd Bridges to Beau Bridges to Pistol Pole Maravtch. youl find 
SAB's al over the country. SAE's are doers and achievers- academi- 
cally, athletically, in business, and in professional ile. 
One of every five BGSU men is a fraternity member. The SAE's encour- 
age all BGSU men to check-out Greek Lite. Visit our fraternity house 
from 7 to 9 on September W,t1,13, or 18th. We're in New Fraternity 
Row net lo Conklin Hal. Great food and refreshments! 
LIMITED TIME ONLY! 
NO COUPON NEEDED 
K.CSTRP 
Includes baked potato, garlic 
toast and the 80 plus item 
all-you-can-eat Ranch 
Buffet'n'Sundae Bar" 
STEAK & SEAFOOD 
Bowling OrtM;E Wooster across from Doyl Perry Stadium 
3 BONUS FAMILY COUPONS 
All-you-can-eat 
Ranch Lunch 
..,     Buffet n' Sundae 
rA    Bar" 11 AM til 4 
PM Mon. thru Fri. ■SnVE'lOO 
Coupon good '0* e*f MMv wt C*""0f M oied m :orno*>ition mtr. in, offr -oupoc or OiKOu*" o'ter In not .x-udtd 
2/» WEEKEND BRUNCH1 
BUFFET trf\t tMtwai tiwrnii Mi tniun   flfla^l        I   r 
UUOF ■>Mf M ml M U >Mr MHUmuHSMKl., F 
I Coupon good tor *w party itft Cannot M -WO «" eomtw\*tion *rtri *n, o<nr coupon or rJrKOUf* ottor Tu not tfKWJuJ 
EXPIRES        CHARBROILED 
9/30/90    CHICKEN BREAST 
DINNER $499 
"I do that for me and it sort of 
goes with the crowd depending on 
where I go," Conner said. 'I've 
done some buys for another 
agency where this has fit in. I've 
got anything from this [diamond 
stud] to a long dangling earring 
to a razor blade — whatever the 
case may be. I try to dress the 
part for wherever I'm going." 
The earring may be one of the 
few ties Conner's job has with a 
television show like Miami Vice. 
For instance, Conner wears 
socks, and he does not drive a 
Ferrari. 
In fact, a Chevrolet Camaro is 
more Bowling Green's speed. 
After confiscating a Camaro in an 
LSD bust last spring, city police 
decided to keep the car for under- 
cover use after realizing it would 
fit right into the Bowling Green 
drug scene. 
"Bowling Green Vice" is not 
the daily snoot-em-up of network 
television, Conner said, but it 
does have some element of risk. 
The patrolman recalled a case 
from three years ago which he 
still finds upsetting. 
"In 1987, there was a contract 
put out on me by two dopers," be 
said. "They're in prison now. 
Matter of fact, I still think about 
itanditgetsme fired up." 
As with nearly every American 
police officer, Conner carries a 
gun. In his work, he finds himself 
using it in many situations, he 
said. 
BO News/Lisa Mscichowskl 
Mariiuana Is confiscated by Bowling Green Police more than any other drug. Products from other busts 
pictured here include cattlene pills (between the handguns) and cocaine (small baggie, bottom). 
"When you make an arrest [or] 
when you execute a search war- 
rant, that's common procedure. 
You don't know what you're going 
to find once you get in the door." 
Local police sometimes exe- 
cute search warrants when no 
one is home, but there is always 
the chance for surprises, Conner 
said. 
"I can think of instances at the 
University where we've gone to 
the dorms and knocked and we 
;;et a 'come on in,' because that's 
ust how laid back it is in the 
dorms. It's like 'No problem,' " 
ig^^p*—•   Grounds For Thought 
OT)j|rjj»^\<>rllnHsl Ohio's Finest Coffee Shop and Bookstore... 
/ti.fTj\i                             gourmel collet, hoim-m.uk' pastries. 
*J*C$j£3               hand dipped ice cream, thousands of used paperbacks 
iLt+V              Open until llpmdail)  •  174 S. Main St. • J54-3266 
he said. "We open the door and i- 
dentify ourselves, we've got the 
search warrant and we re all 
set." 
But Conner said he pulled out 
all the stops in a recent search 
and arrest with what he called a 
"smart doper." 
"We kicked the door in and I'm 
chasing the guy down the hallway 
in his trailer with my gun out and 
he's running to the bathroom," 
Connor said. "I got him at the 
toilet and the toilet's already 
D See Conner, page 4. 
■ Coupe* 9000 >0< *»v Wty wt Comtol of uMd * OH****** *«i *1 o»oc coupon or OHcowl on* In na mOjOtfl      ■ 
I would'vc boimht a Macintosh even without 
the student discount. 
Qreg Gallant 
Consumer Economics and Housing 
Cornell University 
"The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was immediately 
hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the student pricing and my 
next move was obvious: get one. 
"Some other computers are cheaper, but they're a pain 
to leam, and working on them can be a grueling experi- 
ence. Last year, a friend bought another kind of com- 
puter against my advice and has used it for maybe 
15 hours. What a waste. 
"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a logical 
extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate 
on what's in your paper, not on how to get it 
j^ on paper. You can create professional- 
looking documents in minutes, and you 
lose the fear of learning new programs 
because they all work in the same way. 
"Once you've worked with a Macin- 
tosh, there's no turning back." 
'?>-:-;': tfimj 
For More Information Call Dave McCoy at 372 - 7724 
or Come to the MacFest on Wednesday (9/19/90) 
at the Union Oval from 10a.m. - 3p.m. or 
Business Administration Lobby (if rain) 
* Please note lime & location information is correctly listed here. 
*. 
Why do people love Macintosh"? 
Ask them. 
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Conner    
D Continued from page 4. 
been flushed. There was a razor 
— a straight razor laying there — 
and the dope [cocaine] was gone. 
It was down the toilet. 
The job is not all searches, 
arrests and drug buys, he said. 
Drugs keep him "hopping." but 
much of this routine work will 
never be televised. 
"By me saying that drugs can 
keep you hopping, it's not that 
Siu're out there buying drugs all 
e time (and) it's not that your 
informants are buying drugs," 
Conner said. 
"It's a lot of information gath- 
ering. I mean, I'll get up at two, 
three o'clock in the morning to 
pick up garbage — to go through 
people s garbage. I go to phar- 
macies and check pharmacy 
books for pharmacy buys. So 
there's a lot of different things ... 
that you can do." 
A popular conception of a nar- 
cotics agent's duties — making 
undercover drug buys — is rarely 
on Conner's schedule. Much of his 
work is in coordinating groups of 
informants to perform the Buys 
for him. 
"I don't do a lot (of buys). What 
I do is with other agencies be- 
cause in Bowling Green, I'm 
fairly well known as far as with 
thedopers." 
Conner uses the term "dopers" 
almost exclusively when discuss- 
ing any drug law violators — 
whether the drug at issue is mari- 
juana or cocaine. 
"Informants come from a lot of 
different places," Conner said. 
"Be it some with charges on them 
or... to get their charges reduced 
with some sort of agreement be- 
tween myself and the prosecuting 
attorney. You get people who 
walk in and want to help out, you 
get people who want to get paid — 
you get all kinds. 
"Almost every informant 
thinks they're going to get killed. 
It's up to us to sit here and say, 
'Okay, this is what we are dealing 
with.' If we are dealing with a guy 
at the University, a 19-year-old 
kid going to school out there, he is 
not going to kill you," Conner 
said. "Of course, there are no 
guarantees, but I'm 99 percent 
sure it's not going to happen." 
Most local police arrests are for 
marijuana, but sifting through 
police records shows that a varie- 
ty of recreational drugs are 
available here for those looking 
for them. 
"I would say, looking down the 
list, yeah, the majority is proba- 
bly marijuana. You've got co- 
caine, USD — there seems to be a 
big LSD comeback in this area as 
well as (others)." 
Over the summer, Conner 
aided in the largest LSD bust 
Bowling Green has ever seen — 
1,100 hits of the hallucinogen with 
a street value estimated at $8,000 
by city police. 
"Mushrooms, that is something 
else — psilocybin — there are a 
lot of mushrooms around. That 
sort of goes hand-in-hand with the 
acid," Conner said. "That is 
something that is pretty much 
isolated to the University, the 
mushrooms and the LSD — at 
least it has been." 
A fact which may surprise 
some people is that cough syrup 
is also abused for its codeine con- 
tent. 
"The law states there you can 
only buy a bottle of that every 48 
hours. These people are going to 
maybe one pharmacy on the 
north end, one pharmacy on the 
south end and they live in Per- 
rysburg, so they are going to two 
Karmacies there and buying a 
ttle." 
A Toledo woman showed how 
far this abuse can go, he said. 
"We searched her apartment 
and found over 100 bottles, either 
empty or full, of cough syrup." 
Conner said. "She has a codeine 
problem." 
"... a majority of our people are into driving 
up to Toledo, copping a few rocks, and 
smoking them up by the time they get back 
here. They're buying rocks for a friend, they 
are not buying a whole lot of quantity. But 
nevertheless, (crack) does exist here." 
--Brad Conner, narcotics bureau 
"We kicked the door in and I'm chasing the 
guy down the hallway in his trailer with my 
gun out and he's running to the bathroom. I 
got him at the toilet and the toilet's already 
been flushed. There was a razor — a straight 
razor laying there — and the dope (cocaine) 
was gone." 
-Brad Conner, narcotics bureau 
Blinn disagrees with Senate 
by Jennifer Taday 
staff writer 
Faculty Senate leaders are try- 
ing to improve the communica- 
tion pipeline to the Board of 
Trustees, but one senator be- 
lieves senate is kowtowing to the 
Board. 
The Board of Trustees ignored 
a Faculty Senate resolution in 
May, which requested a guar- 
anteed response to senate resolu- 
tions, but the new resolution is be- 
ing considered as a compromise 
by senate leaders. 
However, Elliott Blinn, faculty 
senator, said he was outraged 
when the SEC approved the new 
resolution this month, a resolu- 
tion Blinn believes changes noth- 
ing. 
This resolution states that the 
Board of Trustees can act on the 
senates' resolutions, review them 
or ignore the resolutions com- 
pletely. 
"This basically states that we 
as a senate are giving the Board 
of Trustees the right to ignore 
us," he said. 
Harold Lunde, senate chair, 
said the SEC agreed that the 
resolution actually helps to facili- 
tate communication between the 
senate and the Board of Trustees. 
He said anyone can refuse to 
take action on an issue or propos- 
al, especially if the resolution is 
not relevant to the maintenance 
of the represented institution. 
The resolution also requests 
feedback from the Board of 
Trustees concerning the resolu- 
tions submitted to them. 
"The resolution encourages 
that the Board of Trustees ex- 
plain their action or inaction to a 
senate resolution," Lunde said. 
The SEC's goal is for the Board 
of Trustees to pass this resolution 
and implement it to be part of 
their regular procedures, he said. 
To express his disapproval of 
the resolution, Blinn said he 
wrote all of his colleagues and 
said if they as senate members 
vote for this resolution, then the 
Faculty Senate is surrendering. 
"My colleagues should be livid 
that members of the SEC want to 
go along with this resolution," he 
added. 
Crack, while not commonly 
used by University students, has 
been seen in the city. 
"It's not new here by any 
means," Conner said. "A lot of 
our local people are into coke, 
particularly crack. I arrested one 
guy for trafficking crack. But a 
majority of our people are into 
driving up to Toledo, copping a 
few rocks, and smoking them up 
by the time they get back here." 
"They're buying rocks for a 
friend, they are not buying a 
whole lot of quantity. But 
nevertheless, it does exist here." 
With one officer following all 
these different levels of drug ac- 
tivity, prioritization of efforts 
may seem a must. But Conner 
said he investigates every lead he 
can find. 
"Where I would make a distinc- 
tion is when I'm talking to an in- 
formant and I say what does this 
guy deal? And he says 'Well, I 
can get weed or coke, either one,' 
Well let's get coke — only be- 
cause were talking higher degree 
felonies, we're talking longer 
prision time, were talking higher 
mandatory felonies." 
A potential bust may seem jui- 
cier if there is a chance for the 




erty. Conner said arranging busts 
in order to confiscate stolen prop- 
erty is something they pursue, 
within reason. 
"Say I've got an informant 
whose going to buy off a guy who 
has a van paid off," Conner said. 
"This guy normally deals out of 
his house, which is rented. I may 
do the deal with the guy at his 
house, but for the next deal, I 
may say 'Have him meet you at 
the parking lot at such-and-such a 
place,' you know — as long as the 
guy is dealing out of his van. So 
when it comes time to pop him ... 
then I'll seize the van. If I can or- 
chestrate something like that 
then I will." 
"A lot of times you don't have 
the choice. The guy will only deal 
out of his house, and that's the 
only thing he's going to do." 
Conner has added humor to his 
work, as well. It was his idea to 
dress an officer up as Santa Claus 
during a marijuana bust last 
December which netted seven 
arrests. 
"It was creative law enforce- 
ment, that's what I like to call it," 
Conner said. "I don't know that 
we'd have dressed up like the 
Easter bunny if it had fallen 
around Easter or whatever — we 
joke about that. 
"It was ... something I wanted 
to do for a couple of years, really. 
We took some criticism for that 
but we also got some favorable 
comments, too." 
As the "War on Drugs" pro- 
gresses, it appears more certain 
that illicit drug use will never be 
curtailed. Conner concedes that 
winning the "War on Drugs" is a 
bit-farfetched. 
"I don't think that is something 
were going to ever going to win. 
Conner said. "I think we will 
make a dent in it. I've heard re- 
cently, at least locally, that coke 
prices are going to go up. That's a 
good sign. 
"It's always going to be there, 
whether its crack cocaine, ice, 
marijuana, LSD, whatever. 
There always going to be a new 
fad drug. But I do think that at- 
tiudes are changing. It's no 
longer socially acceptable to do 
drugs. 
"As a whole, I'd say its a re- 
warding job really. I enjoy it. I 
enjoy coming to work everyday, I 
know for me personally, my atti- 
tude is 100 percent better than it 
was in uniform. This is always 
something wanted to do and it's a 
good job' 
But for those proposing the 
legalization of drugs like mari- 
juana as a less costly alternative 
to the current war, Conner has 
little comment. 
"All I'm going to say is that as 
long as it's illegal, I'm going to 
enforce the law,   Conner said. 
275 S. Main St. 353-3060 
BOWLING GREEN 
AVOID THE HASSLE 
Drop your car off on your way to class with our shuttle bus ssrvlce 
" A whole new way to get your car fixed" 
• IF THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR CAR WE WON'T FIX IT 
• IF THERE IS WE'LL FIX IT RIGHT 
• IF FOR ANY REASON IT'S NOT RIGHT WE'LL DO IT OVER OR REFUND YOUH MONEY 
• WE GUARENTEE OUR PARTS J LABOR 
• WE KEEP OUR WORD 
6 Months or 600 Mile Warranties • Low Cost Rentals 
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University Courts Apts. 
are now renting 
• 1 Bedroom $350 • Heat, water, cooking, and 
• 2 Bedroom $400 sewer included 
• 9-Month and 12-Month • Central air 
Leases • No pets please 
Walking distance to CampusPlough & Mercer. 
(419)352-0164 Bowling Green   * 
"This issue doesn't have anything 
to do with the fact that the police 
department took our beer. This is 
a lot deeper because a trust has 
been broken." 
-Kevin Coughlin, Undergraduate 
Student Government President 
More than 150 students and towns people packed Into council 
chambers to voice their concerns about the event* that occured at 





Salesperson of the Week 
September 10 -14, 1990 
BG Newt/Paul Vernon 
resolved, but many In attendance said they lelt the meeting was a 
positive one. 
/Q»V CLOSED FOR A/ REMODELING 
Sept. 18,19, 20. 
REOPENS AS CHILY'S EXPRESS ON 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 21 
_ 
Council  
O Continued from page 1. 
"This issue doesn't have any- 
thing to do with the fact that the 
police department took our 
beer," he said. "This is a lot 
deeper because a trust has been 
broken." 
Some students had questions 
concerning the jurisdiction of 
policemen. 
Chris Redfern, 530 Manville 
Ave., was concerned with the 
arrests made by sheriff's depu- 
ties hired by landlord Robert 
Maurer, or "rent-a-cops." 
He addressed several questions 
to Galen Ash, chief of police. 
"Can sheriff's deputies make 
arrests? Can security guards 
make arrests? Can off-duty 
policemen make arrests? Can 
anyone make arrests?" Redfern 
asked. 
"I can't get into what grounds 
because I don't know what the 
situation was," Ash replied. 
"Wood County Sheriff's depu- 
ties do have total jurisdiction 
Olympiad  
n Continued from page 1. 
chairperson. 
This table was set up outside 
the Education Building and the 
fraternities and sororities 
received donations in their own 
jars. The sorority and fraternity 
who collected the most money 
won the contest. 
The Delta Zeta sorority won 
with the highest donation of $77, 
while the Delta Upsilon fraternity 
won with $75, according to De- 
Jong. 
The Phi Mu sorority won first 
place in the Olympiad, Delta Zeta 
won second while Alpha Xi Delta 
won third for the sororities. Chi 
Omega was the winner of the 
spirit award. 
within the county. I have no idea 
when you talk about rent-a-cops. I 
don't know who you would be ad- 
dressing, so there's different 
limitations," he said. 
Ward 1 Councilman Jim Da- 
vidson, who invited the students 
to the meeting, said it went 
"beautifully," and other counci- 
lors added that they were im- 
pressed by the depths of the stu- 
dents' arguments. 
As procedings continued inside 
the chambers, about 50-60 stu- 
dents waited outside. 
These students were generally 
silent, occasionally breaking into 
applause in response to com- 
ments that many of them could 
not fully hear. 
Several sarcastic comments 
and chuckles were passed around 
the lobby in response to remarks 
by city officials, but most stu- 
dents spent their time completing 
voter registration forms or wait- 
ing. 
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity 
won first place in the Olympiad, 
Phi Kappa Tau won second while 
Alpha Sigma Phi won third place 
for the fraternities. 
All sororities and fraternities 
were involved in the Greek 
Olympiad except the Alpha Ga- 
mma Delta sorority. 
The fee for entry was $20 for 
each fraternity and sorority and 
$25 for the fraternities with two 
teams. 
This event was sponsored by 
Quarters Cafe, 1414 E. Wooster 









are being taken 
now 
through Sept. 28. 
Call 372-8086 
to schedule yours. 
Or stop by The KEY office, 28 West Hall. 
mme m 
Walk-ins accepted 9 a.m.-noon; 1-5 p.m. Walk-Ins accepted 9 a.m.-noon; 1-5 p.m. 




by Greg Watson 
staff writer 
Even though the University 
does promote closeness, on- 
campus students do not have to 
huddle together for warmth. 
Residence hall heating systems 
are turned on depending on the 
outside temperature and the 
temperature setting of the hall, 
said Frank Finch, energy man- 
agement supervisor for the phys- 
ical plant said. 
"Some buildings have the 
heaters turned on at 50 degrees," 
Finch said. "While others turn on 
at 40 degrees." 
Residential halls whose heaters 
have not been on during the 
summer experience problems, 
Finch said. 
This coupled with the weekend 
cold front led to calls Monday 
morning from students complain- 
ing of alack of heat. 
"Most of the heaters worked 
Monday morning," he said. "But 
we had some problems with some 
heaters not used over the sum- 
mer. Some of the heaters were 
turned on, but nothing hap- 
pened." 
Campus heating sent repair- 
men to halls with heating prob- 
lems, Finch said. Once the 
heaters are "exercised," there 
should be no problems. 
Students should not try to con- 
trol the temperature of their 
room, Finch said. 
"We had some tech students 
who found a way to control the 
temperature in their room a cou- 
ple of years ago," he said. "When 
we found out about this —we had 
to go into their room and fix the 
heaters." 
Bob Whitman, chief engineer at 
the heating plant, said the plant 
should have no problem with 
breakdowns. 
Fired  
□   Continued 
from page 1. 
in the operational chain of com- 
mand, and the idea whether Sad- 
dam Hussein is personally tar- 
geted — those are decisions that 
are up to the president to make," 
said trie official, who spoke on the 
condition of anonymity. 
Cheney fired Dugan after con- 
ferring with President Bush. 
Before becoming Air Force 
chief of staff, Dugan was com- 
mander in chief of U.S. Air 
Forces in Europe. He was a com- 
bat pilot in the Vietnam War, in 
which he flew 300 missions. 
Dugan's controversial com- 
ments, reported Sunday by the 
Los Angeles Times and The 
Washington Post, were made dur- 
ing the Air Force chief's trip to 
and from Saudi Arabia, where he 
visited Air Force units deployed 
as part of Operation Desert 
Shield. 
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If 1 Could Reach The Pedals...                                    "° "•"•/Jay burdock 
Five-year-old Kelly Bielen sits In a Bowling Green Fire Department truck at the Community Day cele- 
bration in City Park Sunday afternoon. Entertainment ranged from a petting zoo to performances by 
the Wood One Wheelers. 
Retreat 
Continued 
from page 1. 
parks to keep costs down. 
"[In past retreats] there was 
tennis and this, that and the other 
— it was nice," she said. "I would 
hope that we could do this in the 
future." 
Platt did agree that the retreat 
was informative, however. 
"It went very well," she said. 
"I thought the presentations by 
the staff were good and thought 
out. The morale of the group was 
good and it was a great success." 
No plans have been made for a 
future retreat, but Edmonds said 
the participants would welcome 
another chance to meet. 
"Everyone was saying how up- 
beat it was and how they appreci- 
ated it," she said. "I thought that 
■"as real positive." 
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you follow your 
major before 
you follow ours. 
A college major leaves you little time to 
minor in anything else. So how do you 
become an officer in the United States 
Marine Corps if you want to concentrate 
on your major before you devote your 
undivided attention to one of ours? Join 
the Marine Corps'PLC (Platoon Leaders 
Class) program, where all your training 
takes place in the summer. The kind of 
training that will really test your ability. If 
you want to become an officer in the 
Marine Corps join the PLC program. 
And this summer you can change majors. 
Marines 
\Ven looking for a k» good men. 
J&. 
m 
Accepting applications tor aviation, law and women officer programs 
 now. Call collect (313) 973-707IV7501.  




BG ballroom brawl 
by Marvin Brown 
staff writer 
Two weeks after a fight broke 
out during a fraternity dance, 
knowledge of events remains un- 
certain, although witnesses say 
details were exaggerated. 
"Things were not as bad as 
they were made out to be," said 
Robb Goodwin, treasurer of Ka- 
ppa Alpha Psi, the fraternity that 
sponsored the Sept. 7 dance in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Although police reports esti- 
mated the attendence at 300-400. 
Goodwin, who was working the 
door, said he believed the esti- 
mate was too high. 
"Judging by the number of 
people I let in, there were approx- 
imately 270 people — and most of 
them were female," Goodwin 
said. "The women were not fight- 
ing — I think there were about 40 
men fighting." 
University Lieutenant Gene 
Bratt agreed the women were not 
involved in the brawl. According 
to Bratt, the fight, which started 
about 1:28 a.m., involved 50 to 60 
males. 
"There were three University 
officers working the party when 
the fight broke out," Bratt said. 
"They called for the back-up and 
with the help of the city officers, 
we were able to contain the fight. 
I think they did a fine job. 
"Things could have escalated 
into something really big. I'm 
happy there weren't more injur- 
ies/' Bratt added. 
Goodwin agreed. "I think [the 
police] did the best job they 
could. However, he said he be- 
lieved the police misinterpreted 
the action of one of his fraternity 
brothers. 
According to Goodwin, while a 
fraternity member was trying to 
break up a fight, police mistook 
him for a fight initiator and in the 
course of the struggle, officers 
were alledgedly struck by him. 
An arrest was later made as a 
result. 
Carol Pratt, records coordina- 
tor for the University's public 
safety department, said only one 
person was cited for disorderly 
conduct. All other information 
regarding citations is unavailable 
pending further investigation, 
she added. 
Goodwin said he believed un- 
just focus has been placed on the 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity. 
"There were other fraternities 
at the party too, but everything 
seems to be directed at us," he 
said. 
As a result of the fight, a new 
Bilicy   toward   admitting   non- 
niversiy   students   is   in   the 
works, Goodwin said. 
"We have altered the proce- 
dure in letting non-BG students 
into dances," ne said. "We were 
told [each] fraternity will be held 
responsible for the actions of out- 
siders." 
David Crooks, director of the 
Union, said the damage to the 
ballroom was minimal. 
"There was one broken door 
window, which costs approxima- 
te $24," he said. "Fortunately 
the injuries and damages were 
minimal." 
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Bowl 'N' Greenery" 
All you Can Eat 
11:30 - 2:00 $3.99 
4:00 - 7:00 $4.50 
• Soup 'n' Salad 
• Hot Entrees 
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream 
• Choice of Beverage 
Located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students 
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students 
. 
HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA 
COME JOIN THE FUN! 
HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
GENERAL MEETING 
OPEN TO ALL HONORS AND 
NON-HONORS STUDENTS 
TUES: SEPTEMBER 18 IN HONORS CENTER 
(BELOW KREISCHER QUAD) 
MEETING BEGINS AT 9:00 PM 
MEMBERSHIP DUES CAN BE PAID 
AT MEETING 
($10.00 for year) 
HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA 
IDorco's Pizza ® 
FRESH  HOT  CARRYOUT &   DELIVERY 
PIZZA 
(Small. Modlum a Large) 
& 
DOUBLE PIZZA 
TWO MARCO'S PIZZAS-ONE LOW PRICE 
PIZZA CRUST STYLES 
PAN PIZZA 
(■mil ft largo 1 
Pan bafcod to ■ Vncfc. ooUon brown cn»i 
ORIGINAL "Hand Spun"        PIZZA 
A fluffy gotOon cn*t. not thtch not BUn. full nghl 
rSPECIAL COMBOS  
ISpKial Topping Combina&ona At A Lowaf Pncal 
• DELUXE PIZZA 
• ALL MEAT PIZZA 
• GARDEN PIZZA 
FRESH BAKED SUBS 
Italian Sub     •  Ham S Cheese Sub 
Pizza Sub      •  Beet 8 Cheese Sub 
PPCC    EXTRA PIZZA SAUCE 
(JUST ASK WHEN OflOERMQ) 
PIZZA QUALITY GUARANTEED 
1045 N. MAIN St. BOWLING GREEN 
353-0044 
Making Pizza The Way You Love HI   ■ 
TWO LARGE CHEESE PIZZAS 
45       Hand Spun or Pan Pizza $9 | Additional items only 1  50 covers botft ptzzas| 
> otno* OOupon with Itkt Off*     M I SO 
£1353-00441 
$6 
TWO (10") SMALL PIZZAS 
oe    Cheese & 1 Item 
HAND SPUN or PAN PIZZA 
| AOdrtiond Wma Only 80c Ooyn ftpm Pgtm I 
No Onw Coupon WW Tl» Oftw     u 1 00 
JJS2.-353-0044 CARRYOUT & DELIVERY |J. 
THE BG NEWS 
Elsewhere 
Walesa aspires to 
Polish presidency 
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Solidarity leader Lech Walesa said Mon- 
day he will run for president of Poland, a job now held by the general 
who once imprisoned him and sought to crush his labor union under 
martial law. 
Walesa said he hoped to speed the nation's transition from commu- 
nism to democracy. 
"Today I made up my mind. I am putting forward for society's ap- 
proval my readiness to be a candidate for the post of president of the 
Polish Republic in popular elections," Walesa said in a statement de- 
livered from his desk at Solidarity headquarters in Gdansk. 
"For me, it is a fulfillment of the pledge I made in August 1960," he 
said, when he catapulted to worldwide tame by leading strikes that 
helped create the East bloc's first independent trade union. 
Post-Communist Poland's first fully democratic presidential and 
parliament elections are expected as early as this tall and no later 
than spring. 
Walesa Has hinted at his presidential intentions for nearly a year, 
saying he needs to take the post to spur political and economic re- 
forms. In June he said: "I do not want to be president. I will have to be 
president." 
Walesa, a 46-year-old shipyard electrician who was awarded the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 1983, has split with Prime Minister Tadeusz Ma- 
zowiecki, the former close adviser he picked to be the East bloc's first 
non-Communist government leader. Walesa charges that too many 
supporters of the old regime remain in key government and state in- 
dustry posts and that the Mazowiecki government is losing touch with 
Poles problems. 
Two camps — the beginning of a multiparty system after four de- 
cades of Communist control — have developed from the political feud. 
One, the Center Alliance, supports Walesa for president and is identi- 
fied with workers and the Solidarity union in Gdansk. The other, 
known by the acronym ROAD, backs Mazowiecki and is associated 
with intellectuals and the government in Warsaw. 
Mazowiecki, who points to the initial successes of his shock econom- 
ic reform plan and a host of other changes, has not announced whether 
he will run for president. 
Walesa has overwhelming recognition in Poland as the leader of the 
battle that toppled the Communist regime and sparked Eastern 
Europe's democratic revolution. Recent opinion polls have put his ap- 
proval rating slightly below Mazowiecki's, but his influence remains 
unmatched. 
The current president, former Communist Party leader Gen. Woj- 
ciech Jaruzelski, has said he will resign early from his six-year term. 
He was elected in July 1989 largely to smooth relations with the Soviet 
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Open 7 Days 
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MANSFIELD, Ohio (AP) - 
Union members at Ideal 
Electric Co. returned to 
their jobs Monday, ending a 
three-month strike. But re- 
minders of the violence that 
marred the walkout re- 
mained. 
The members of the 
United Steelworkers union 
entered the factory at the 
beginning of their 7 a.m. 
shift after ratifying a four- 
year contract on Saturday. 
Also on duty were four se- 
curity guards hired by Ideal 
about a month ago from a 
firm specializing in strikes. 
The team from Huffmaster 
of Dearborn, Mich., will 
remain for at least two 
more weeks, said Lowell 
Crabtree, manufacturing 
manager. 
The president of USW 
Local 8530, Dave Jones, 
works in building mainte- 
nance. When he returned to 
work, he began repairing 
windows broken during the 
strike. 
"I'm glad it's over," said 
Don Victor, a 16-year em- 
ployee. "I'm glad it's over 
before someone got serious- 
ly injured." 
About 165 employees of 
the area factory went on 
strike June 23 over a con- 
tract dispute. The issues be- 
came overshadowed as the 
strike wore on and workers 
on the picket line began 
fearing for their jobs. 
The strike, begun June 23, 
was marred by a picket line 
confrontation Sept. 4 when 
police dispersed about 200 
strikers and supporters by 
firing wooden bullets and 
tear gas into the crowd. 
Seventeen people were ar- 
rested on charges of rioting 
and disorderly conduct. 
Nations retaliate against 
Hussein for raids 
by Laura King 
Associated Press writer 
International pressure on Saddam Hussein in- 
tensified Monday as European nations retaliated 
for raids on diplomatic premises in occupied Kuw- 
ait, and support appeared to grow for the idea of an 
air embargo against Iraq. 
Oil prices jumped Monday, pointing to pessi- 
mism about prospects for a settlement of the 
6 ^-week-old Persian Gulf standoff. Oil futures 
soared to record levels, above $33 a barrel, on the 
New York Mercantile Exchange. 
In a sign of Iraq's growing isolation, the Soviet 
Union, Baghdad's longtime patron, said Monday it 
would re-establish diplomatic ties with Saudi Ara- 
bia. The Saudis infuriated Iraq by agreeing to be- 
come the main staging ground for the deployment 
of a huge U.S.-lecl multinational force after the 
Aug. 2 Iraqi takeover of Kuwait. 
Sensitivities about the role of the U.S. force were 
underscored when a top U.S. military man was 
sacked after discussing contingency plans for air 
strikes against Baghdad. 
The fired official, Air Force chief of staff Gen. 
Mike Dugan, made the remarks while touring U.S. 
military installations in Saudi Arabia, and they 
were published Sunday in The Washington Post 
and the Los Angeles Times. 
"There are certain things we never talk about. 
We never discuss operational matters, such as the 
selection of specific targets for potential air 
strikes," an angry Defense Secretary Dick Cheney 
told reporters in Washington. 
Arab radical groups, meanwhile, ended a three- 
day conference in Amman, Jordan on Monday 
with calls for suicide attacks against the U.S. 
forces. Ibrahim Al-Kharraz, a member of the Li- 
byan Peoples Congress, pointed to the 1983 suicide 
attack on the Marine barracks in Beirut that killed 
241 U.S. servicemen. 
In Iraq, there was an outburst of anti-American 
sentiment in the state-run newspapers Monday, a 
day after Iraqi television aired an eight-minute 
message from President Bush to the people of 
Iraq. "Shut Up, Mr. Bush," one headline said. 
Bush's videotaped message, in which he warned 
that Saddam was leading Iraq into war, was fol- 
lowed immediately by an Iraqi commentary blast- 
ing the speech as   full of lies and contradictions." 
Iraqi troops seize refugees 
KHAFJI, Saudi Arabia (AP) — Iraqi troops Mon- 
day randomly seized young men among the 
thousands of refugees fleeing Kuwait but let their 
sobbing wives, mothers and other women go, refu- 
gees said. 
"My boy! My boy!" one woman shrieked, beat- 
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gun to his face, rue soiaier saia u ne aian i come 
now we will shoot him," said the 45-year-old 
woman named Fatima, tears streaming down her 
face. 
Aziza Abdullah, 18, cried for her 23-year-old hus- 
band, also grabbed at gunpoint from their car. "I'- 
ve only been married a month," she sobbed. 
Refugees said busloads of men between the ages 
of 17 and 40 were seen being shipped north, toward 
Iraq. No explanation was given. Other young men 
were allowed to pass through. 
Many refugees feared the detained would be 
killed, and they mentioned the names of cousins or 
friends who were shot on suspicion of resisting the 
Iraqi occupation. 
"Every five minutes there is a new rule. First 
the women and children can leave, but no men. 
Five minutes later, everyone can leave," said a 
member of the Kuwaiti government committee 
helping screen the refugees. 
The soldiers manning Iraqi border posts confis- 
cated passports and other documents, forcing 
some people to wait outside the border crossing for 
more than 24 hours as their identification was 
checked for entry into Saudi Arabia. 
State Department deputy spokesman Richard 
Boucher said the confiscation of identity papers 
"is an ominous sign that these citizens of Kuwait 
may not be allowed to return to their homes." 
The refugees were barred from immediately 
leaving the city of Khafji. Parking lots, beaches 
and all public buildings spilled over with the Kuw- 
aitis. 
Since Iraq on Saturday unexpectedly opened the 
border for the first time in more than a month, 
about 6,000 refugees have entered Saudi Arabia, 
said the vice governor of the Eastern Province, 
Prince Fahd bin Salman. 
"It's lust a slow process for security reasons," 
Prince Fahd said during an inspection tour of the 
border post. Many arrived only with IDs issued by 
Iraq, he said. 
"We are trying to make sure that nothing is 
smuggled into the country. They could use this op- 
portunity for anything," he said. 
To get the refugees out of the 114-degree heat 
and swirling dust of a major sandstorm, they were 
transported to air-conditioned schools where they 
will be fed and housed until they have all been pro- 
cessed, the prince said. 
Many refugees came up to the prince to kiss his 
nose or cloak as a show of respect. Some begged 
him to intercede to get them into the country more 
rapidly. 
Refugees said the Iraqis turned back all non- 
Kuwaitis except for a few Western women married 
to Kuwaiti citizens. 
In Kuwait, the refugees said, manhunts targeted 
police and military officers, as well as any 
Westerners still left in Kuwait. 
"I think they want all Kuwaitis to get out as long 
as they can get their property," said a prominent 
46-year-old economist who fled with his family 
Monday. 
A computer engineer said Americans and other 
Westerners in hiding fled from house to house 
while the Iraqis searched for them. 
Many Westerners were being sheltered by Kuw- 
aiti families despite the threat of a death sentence, 
the Kuwaitis said. 
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~    All shows in 4 channel stereo   Z 
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UPDATE 
|Time is running out! 
Homecoming King & Queen 
Applications are due this Friday! 
Return them to the (££D office 
by Noon, September 21! 
UPDATE 
Fallfest 
Grand Slam Weekend 
Get a team together 
for the ufloSoftball 
Tournament! 12 Co-Ed 
teams will battle it 
out Saturday, Sept. 22. 
UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE 
^iVlgW 
The very honest Male and Female reviews in N.w. Ohio. This 
week. Pure Pleasure' and Fantasia'!! 
BG. students bring VALID STUDENT ID and get S2.O0 off cover. 
BG. Night Out! 
One complimentary keg of beer for students 21 and older!! 
Courtesy of RETTIG BROS. FURNITURE. 
Live Rock-n-Roll 
win lots of cash and prizes!! 
Dance all night on our huge dance floor. 
Spectacular light show. 
NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIALS! 
18 and over always welcome! 
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY 
PERRYSBURG, OHIO 
Call for Shuttle Bus Schedule Information! 
874-2253 
Falcons dominate third-straight tourney 
by Jamie Joss 
sports writer 
The women's volleyball team 
Erobably wishes they could play 
lurnaments for the rest of the 
season. 
In past three weeks, BG has 
posted an impressive (14-1) re- 
cord, with its only defeat coming 
in a heart-breaking, non- 
tournament match at home 
against Michigan State Wednes- 
day. 
Last weekend, the Falcons took 
only three games in each match 
to dispose of their opponents in 
the Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Classic played at Morgantown, 
W.Va. 
BG outscored West Virginia, 
Liberty, Rutgers and Easte. n Il- 
linois for a combined total of 
181-80. 
"We had a good total team 
effort, and I felt we were a lot 
stronger offensively than the 
other teams in the tournament," 
Van DeWalle said. 
With the sweep, it marked the 
third tournament championship 
title for the Falcons in as many 
weekends. 
Along with the team's tourna- 
ment success, Tammy Schiller 
has played extremely well being 
selected Most Valuable Player 
three straight weekends. 
"She had a good tournament 
and it is going to be hard to stop 
Tammy because of her jumping 
ability and this weekend she real- 
ly   wasn't   challenged  by  any- 
"I think the team showed a lot ot composure 
for us to win four games after losing to 
Michigan State. Everybody played really 
well and when people were substituted in 
they did their jobs." 
- BG's Julie Fortkamp on the team's 
performance. 
body," coach Denise Van De 
Walle said. 
Lisa Mika who has been play- 
ing great as well, was named to 
the all-tournament team for the 
second-straight time this season. 
"All weekend long she played 
extremely well, not only 
offensively but defensively too, 
Van De Walle said, "She blocked 
exceptionally well this weekend, 
read the team a little better and 
was able to really block balls to 
the floor." En route to the cham- 
eionship, the Falcons opened with 
le Liberty Flames and BG 
3uickly put out their fire by 
efeating the Flames (15-7, 15-3, 
1M). 
The next team to be extin- 
guished was the host West Vir- 
ginia Mountaineers. BG opened 
up the match with a 15-4 first 
game victory and then played a 
tight second game, but pulled it 
out 15-13. 
The final game would be the 
toughest for the Falcons as they 
were forced to win by two beating 
WVU 16-14. The Mountaineers 
have never beaten the Falcons in 
three matches. 
It was a exceptional defensive 
match for the Falcons who had 73 
total digs — Schiller lead with 16, 
while Carey Amos and Mitzi San- 
ders each tallied 12. 
"I think the team showed a lot 
of composure for us to win four 
games after losing to Michigan 
State," Julie Fortkamp said. 
"Everybody played really well 
and when people were substituted 
in they did their jobs." Sopho- 
more Mitzi Sanders filled in a 
majority of the weekend for Buffy 
Williams who was out due to an 
elbow injury suffered against the 
Spartans. 
"Mitzi Sanders played very 
well on the right side this week- 
end," Van De Walle said. 
Schiller also posted 25 kills and 
a .341 hitting percentage. 
Mika aided the BG attack with 
nine kills and a .381 hitting per- 
centage. Following a Tough 
Mountaineer match-up, BG sma- 
shed Rutgers > 15-4, 15-2, 15«). 
The Falcons had an explosive .469 
team hitting percentage and 
.   See Falcons, page 11. 
Indiana soccer team cruises 
past BG during 4-1 victory 
by Chris Miller 
sports writer 
Soccer coach Gary Palmisano saw first hand 
how hungry sharks zoom in on wounded prey. 
It wasn't a pretty sight. 
Indiana scored twice in a dominating first half 
and then fended off a second half BG charge to 
hand the Falcons a 4-1 setback in 
Bill Armstrong Stadium Friday. 
It was the Falcons' second loss 
in a row after opening the season 
with three straight wins and 
marked the first time since 1988 
that BG had dropped two 
straight games. 
The loss dropped BG from 
fourth to seventh in the Great 
Lakes Region, while the third- 
ranked Hoosiers won their sec- 




Indiana improved to 2-2-1 by setting the tone 
from the start, but Palmisano said the Hoosiers 
had a little help. 
"They just came out from the kick off and put us 
on our heels," he said. "And what really disap- 
pointed me was that we iust backed up. when you 
play a top quality team like Indiana, you have to 
make it a war. 
"We made life easy for them and once they see 
you backing up like we did, they really come after 
you." 
And they never really stopped. IU outshot the 
Falcons 25-6 for the contest and controlled the te- 
mpo throughout, especially in the first half. 
We really got out of our game the first half," 
Palmisano said. "We did a lot of chasing around 
because we didn't mark their players very well. 
They carried play about any way they wanted." 
Faced with a 2-0 deficit, Palmisano decided get 
his players' attention at halftime. 
"That's the first time I really got on them this 
Sear," he said. "They had kicked our butts the 
irst half and I told our guys it was time to start 
kicking back." 
He apparently got his message across. 
Just over a minute into the second half, Junior 
Steve Cain took a through ball down the left side 
and lofted a crossing pass to Ken Sorensen at the 
far post. The 6-2 junior slipped through two defen- 
ders and scored past IU goalie Juergen Sommer to 
cut IU's lead to 2-1. 
"After we got that goal, we really made a game 
of it for the next couple of minutes," Palmisano 
said. "We had two or three real quality scoring 
chances, but just couldn't get the neutraliier." 
Senior Kyle Royer almost knotted the score from 
right in front of the goal, but Sommer came up 
with one of his three saves and IU scored eight 
minutes later to push the score to 3-1. 
The Hoosiers finished the scoring with 17 
minutes left. 
"We certainly didn't give up and our work ethic 
was definitely good, but when you play quality 
teams and quality programs like Indiana, it takes 
more than just that," Palmisano said. "We need to 
push ourselves to a higher level of play and be- 
come a smarter team." 
The Falcons have little time to regroup as Cen- 
tral Michigan comes to BG Wednesday tor a 3:30 
contest in the Mid-American Soccer Conference 
opener. 
"We've had a hard, frustrating week, but I'm 
sure this group will respond," Palmisano said. "I 
have the same amount of confidence with them 
that I had at the start of the year, but I don't think 
we're playing real well right now. 
"This was just a setback, not the season. We can 
play better and we will play better." 
File Fhoto/Mark Deckard 
Falcon sophomore forward Rob Martella defends a Ohio State player in a game played last season. Mar- 
tolla and the rest of the Falcon soccer team lost for only the second time this season Saturday at Indiana. 
BG will try and improve on its' 3-2 record Wednesday at home against Central Michigan. 
Falcon cross country 
conquers Kent state, 
horrible conditions 
by Brian Dugger 
sports writer 
Madaras 
The men's cross country team battled the elements Saturday to 
defeat Kent State 24-34. 
Both teams had to contend with a muddy course as a result of Fri- 
day night's heavy rains. They also had to run 
through long grass which was not cut before the 
meet. 
"The course was twice as hard as any we've run 
this year," senior Keith Madaras said. 
With a half a mile left in the race, Madaras slipped 
and turned his ankle on the last hill, therefore elim- 
inating any chance he had of outrunning the leader 
Kent's Ken Smith. 
Madaras recovered to finished in second place 
for the third meet in a row with a time of 26:04. 
Smith crossed the line first with a time of 25:56. 
Kent's Marcus McClelland held off a pack of Falcon runners to fin- 
ish third. Behind him, Bg took the next five spots, led by a fourth-place 
finish from sophomore Dane Schubert (26:46). 
BG coach Sid Sink was encouraged by his team's performance, and 
in particular, the running of his two senior captains, John Wodarski 
and JonMonheim. 
"Wodarski and Monheim are running better," Sink said. "I'm more 
and more encouraged that we can be one of the first teams in the 
MAC." 
Madaras also liked what he saw from the team. 
"We ran a good team race," he said. "I crossed the line and saw a 
lot of orange jerseys behind me and then I knew the race was won." 
ODD 
The BG women took six of the top nine spots and won their meet 
Sgainst Kent, despite not having their top runner senior Tracy 
aerke. 
Gaerke, who had foot surgery last season, did not make the trip for 
precautionary measures because of a sore foot. 
Without the senior, the Falcons were led my the sophomore com- 
bination of Cheri Triner and Jill Strawser. Triner finished second 
overall in the race behind Kent's Denise Bobby (18:56) with a time of 
18:07. 
Strawser crossed the stripe 19 seconds later with a time of 19:23 for 
third place. 
Strawser passed a Kent runner in the last one-half mile to secure the 
victory for the Falcons according to Sink. 
After two Kent runners took fourth and fifth place, BG senior Laura 
Schultes captured sixth place in 20:15. 
Both teams will trravel to Columbus Friday to compete in the Ohio 
State Invitational. 
Barr named 
new BG SID 
Steve Barr, the Bowling 
Green Assistant Sports In- 
formation Director since 
1988, was named the Sports 
Informantion Director at 
the University, Athletic Di- 
rector Jack Gregory an- 
nouced Monday. 
Barr, 29, succeeds Chris 
Sherk who resigned in Au- 
gust to wrk as a sports- 
writer for the Hearld, a 
daily newspaper in Rock 
HilLS.C. 
A 1983 graduate of BG, 
Barr spent almost two years 
a the Sports Information Di- 
rector at Lake Superior 
State University before 
coming back to BG. 
During his tenure at 
LSSU, the hockey team won 
the NCAA Division I title 
and his 1988-89 hockey bro- 
chure was fudged third-best 
in the country by the College 
Sports Information Direc- 
tors of America. 
Prior to his appointment 
at Lake Superior, Barrr was 
the Sports Information Di- 
rector at California State 
University, Dominguet 
Hills in Carson, California 
for four years. 
His 1M7 baseball bro- 
chure was judged third-best 
in the nation by the National 
Collegiate Baseball Writers 
Association. For the last 
three years, Barr has 
served as the editor of the 
NCBWA's college baseball 
record book. 
Barr said a search for a 
new Assistant Sports In- 
formation Director will De- 
tail immediately. 
Women's golf team falls 
to seventh in invitational 
by Kevin Cummings 
sports writer 
The Bowling Green women's 
golf team traveled to Normal, 111. 
this weekend to take part in the Il- 
linois State Invitational where 
they finished 




strokes off the 
pace of tour- 
nament cham- 
pion Northern 
Illinois, a team 
who finished 
only eight 
strokes ahead of BG when they 
(NIU) won the Lady Irish Invita- 
tional two weekends ago. 
Purdue finished one shot in 
front of the Falcons and host ISU 
finished six shots better for fifth 
place. 
"Northern Illinois played alot 
better this weekend than they did 
at Notre Dame, and we didn't 
play nearly as well — so there's 
Nye 
where the difference in scores 
come in," BG coach Greg Nye 
said. "They're also loaded with 
upper classmen.'' 
Nicole Jeray from NIU was the 
top individual finisher with a 151 
total on rounds of 73 and 78. 
For the second consecutive 
week, sophomore Jennifer 
Girdlestone was the top BG fini- 
sher. Girdlestone's 163 total on 
rounds of 82 and 81 was good for a 
ninth-place tie among the 105 gol- 
fers. 
"I'm really pleased with Jen- 
nifer's play as of late," Nye said. 
"She had trouble on the last two 
holes, and that washed out a top 
five finish." 
Also finishing in the top 20 was 
sophomore Sue Balmer with a 166 
total. Balmer fired rounds of 79 
and 87 to finish in a five way tie 
for 17th place. Her first round 79 
was the Best round of the tourna- 
ment by a BG golfer over the par 
73 course. 
Junior Ann Alexander had 
rounds of 84 and 85 for a 169 total 
to finish in a tie for 26th. Team 
captain Heidi Wright had consec- 
utive rounds of 86 for a 172 total to 
finish tied for 38th place. 
Other BGSU scorers included 
Gina Vechtorelli with a 192 
(94/981 and freshman Angie Ford 
with a 194 (94/100). 
The Falcons have watched as 
their team scoring average has 
steadily increased from 322.5 to 
333.8, and finally to 334.1. 
So will the real Bowling Green 
women's golf team please stand 
up? 
"We're capable of winning and 
maintaining that level of play, • 
but it's a matter of everyone put- 
ting it all together at the same 
time," Nye stated. 
BG had set a goal of lowering 
their average from the 330's to 
the 320's, a task they've met just 
once this year. 
"Once again I've observed our 
team playing extremely well for 
periods of time, usually the start, 
only to fall apart at the finish, 
Nye added. 'We're at the same 
point now (330's) as we were last j 
season. You don't improve like 
that." 
Lacrosse opens with win 
by Glen Lubbert 
sports writer 
The Falcon lacrosse team won 
it s season opener eleven to six 
against Kent State last weekend. 
"It was a good start to the 
season," team president Tom 
McDonnell said. "It was a great 
way to get the rust out" 
According to McDonnell, the 
Falcons were moving the ball 
around real well during the first 
quarter, but things were moving 
too fast during the second quarter 
and Kent came back. 
The score was Bowling Green, 
seven, Kent, six, going into the 
third quarter when the Falcons 
called a time out. 
"We called a time out and got 
our heads back into the game," 
McDonnell said. "That's when we 
came back and put them away." 
BG Midfielder, Jeff Knapp lead 
the scoring with three goals. 
The Falcons midfielder, Nate 
Anderson had two goals, while at- 
tackers Blake Kneedler, Curtis 
Kneedler, John Caraccillo; mid- 
fielders Sean Murphy and Bin 
Robertson and defensemen 
McDonnell all had one goal. 
According to McDonnell, it was 
a good game for goalie Scott Gil- 
lie. 
"We had 50 guys to Kent's 25,". 
McDonnell said. "I feel since we- 
were in better shape, we were 
able to run them into the 
ground." 
In the 'B' game, the Falcons 
also won with a score of six to 
one. Leading scorer was Fred Po- 
luton with two goals. According to 
McDonnell, "It was a good way to 
see how all the new guys were do- 
ing." 
Next weekend the lacrosse 
team is away at the Wright Pat- 
terson Tournament. 
"This week we're going to fine 
tune for the Tournament," 
McDonnell said. 
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BG rallies past Slippery Rock team 
by Kevin Cummingi 
Tradition breeds success, and success is the name of the game for 
the Bowling Green rugby team. 
After winning three matches this weekend, the Falcon ruggers now 
sport a rj-0-1 record. 
BG's first match was against a very rugged and physical Slippery 
Rock University team — a team featuring three time Ail-American 
Frank Zugovitcn. 
It did not look good early in the game for the Falcons as SRU 
jumped out to a 6-0 lead on Chuck Zeh's try. But Randy Schott an- 
swered with a penalty kick just before half to cut the deficit to 6-3. 
Schott came through again in the second half with an interception 
and 75 yard return for a try. He connected on the kick to put BG up 9-6. 
Bryan Zele put the icing on the cake with a try to make the final score 
13-6. 
Although they did not score, Matt Paskiet and Dave Mckee were 
both noted for playing excellent games. 
"This was the most brutal, hard hitting game I've ever seen," BG 
coach Roger Mazzarella said. "The fans just loved it." 
"Slippery Rock had alot better backfield than we anticipated. I fig- 
ure if we can stop them, we can stop most teams, but at the same time 
this was their first game and they simply ran out of gas." 
Game two saw BG trounce SRU 38-4. 
Rookies Brett Buff a and Dave Hay ward, playing because of injuries 
to starters, scored the first tries of their careers. 
"We never trailed in this one, in fact Slippery Rock scored very late 
in the game just to prevent being shut out," Mazzarella said. "Six out 
of seven guys in our backfield scored, and that's what we like to see. 
That's our focus of play." 
The final contest pitted BG against the undermanned Ashland Ea- 
gles. A game that saw the Falcons never trailing and going on to win 
"Ashland only had 11 players when they got here, and they hap- 
pened to meet four rugby players from Lancaster, England who were 
here in BG visiting," Mazzarella said. "These four were soon playing 
for Ashland, and they each had a thousand moves." 
Mazzarella knew the only way to stop the English quartet was to 
play a very physical game. 
"I told the guys to hit them hard, because foreign players hate to be 
hit," he said. 
The BG coach came out of the game very impressed with the Eng- 
lish. 
"They knew this was Ashland's game and not theirs, so they played 
very unselfishly," he said. "We played tough defense all weekend, and 
I'm very impressed with both the veterans and rookies play thus far." 
Vote For 
Jason T. Jackson 
ro be Your 
District 5   l i.iisiiimin Quad" Senator 
There is No Reason not to! 
 Jackson  
Building on the foundation ol excellence 
Get out and vote in a dining hall near you. 
September 18,1990 
(I lining iHnnei i lours) 
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QUALITY BINOCULARS? 
WE'VE GOT THEM! 
JUST IN TIME FOR FOOTBALL. 
"Go for the 
Gold" 
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YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY 
: BLUE RIBBON PHOTO 
FILM   DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO 
157 N. Main St. BG 
Phone 353-4244 
Across from Uptown 
Tha Kay/Erlc Mull 
Falcon scrumhalf Doug Slagle passes the ball off to a teammate    after having his legs pulled out by Slippery Rock's Chuck Zeh during 
Saturday's BG victory. 
THINK FALCON FOOTBALL! 
CLUB SPORTS 
Presidents Meeting 
Thursday, September 20, 4 p.m. 
202 Memorial Hall 
i ill MI i irmi II 11 n II i 
FALCON FEVER! 
CATCH IT! 
Open Monday through Friday 4-11 PM 
Quantum 90 Card Accepted after 6 PM 
372-6945 
Located in the University Union 
MAJOR IN CAREER 
SUCCESS THROUGH 
AIR FORCE ROTC. 
^HI ^^^^R^ Whether you're majoring 
AWl      ^F a nighly specialized        or 
^a    ^^^F^^ seeking a broader liberal arts educa- 
^K^^ tlon, you can build a higher level ol total 
^a career potential: Join Air Force ROTC. 
That one step distinguishes you above all others 
In your field. It shows that you're serious about culti- 
vating greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the 
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve 
throughout your life. Call 
MAJOR ED VOGEL 
419-372-2176 
Leadership Excelence Starts Here 
F€Mfil€ STUD6NTS: 
Openings ore available NOUJ in double 
rooms in the residence halls! IP you want 
to live On Campus and join the Pun, 
coll the Office of On-Campus Housing 
at 372-2011 
or come by 
Room 440 of the Student Services 
Building! 
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Browns seek answers; 
Bengals replaying 88' 
BEREA, Ohio (AP) — After watching Bernie Kosar get 
banged around by the New York Jets' defensive line, Cleveland 
coach Bud Carson is concerned for Kosar's safety when the San 
Oiego Chargers' pass rush takes a shot at him Sunday. 
"Bernie's getting a lot of pressure, and that is not something 
that puts you in a very good position with San Diego coming to 
town," Carson said Monday. "They may have the best pass rush 
in the AFC. Do I worry? Obviously I worry. That's what we just 
finished talking about for the last hour and a half, trying to find a 
way to get Bernie time to throw the football." 
Kosar was sacked three times in Sunday's 24-21 loss to the 
Jets, and he was knocked to the ground numerous other times 
after he threw. The previous Sunday, be was sacked seven times 
in a 13-3 win over Pittsburgh. 
The problems are obvious — an overhauled, inexperienced 
offensive line, an anemic running game now that Kevin Mack is 
sidelined by a broken finger —but the solutions are not. 
"We haven't been a very good running football team for a few 
years here," Carson said. "We have to be a better running foot- 
ball team. Until we can find a way to let Bernie throw the foot- 
ball without having offensive lines pushed back in his face ... we 
just got too much pressure yesterday considering the caliber of 
the pass rush, in my honest opinion." 
Carson said he wouldn't rule out switching to the more mobile 
Mike Pagel at quarterback at some point, though no such move 
seems imminent. Carson said he never considered making that 
move Sunday. 
"Bernie is a winner," he said. "Bernie still made some big 
plays for us in the second half, with a lot of pressure. I'd take 
Bernie Kosar over anybody in the second half on one drive if you 
need to find a way." 
D D □ 
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Bengals are starting to 
talk like it's 1988 all over again — their Super Bowl season. Of 
course, they have only played two games. 
The Bengals' defense caused two key turnovers — a pass 
interception and a fumble — in Sunday's 21-16 victory over the 
Chargers in San Diego. It enabled Cincinnati, 2-0, to overcome a 
13-0 deficit to win. 
The Bengals also came from behind and depended on defense 
in their season-opening Sept. 9 triumph over the New York Jets. 
They used that type of formula to win their two first games in 
1988, the year they went to the Super Bowl with a 14-4 record and 
lost to the San Francisco 49ers. 
"When you look at it, it's similar to '88," Bengals defensive 
end Skip McClendon said. 
"We all feel like '88 again," defensive end Jason Buck said. 
"Just like '88," coach Sam Wyche said. 
But Cincinnati's opponents this year have been less than the 
NFL's elite. The Jets stumbled last year en route to firing coach 
Joe Walton. The Chargers had lost their Sept. 9 season opener to 
lowly Dallas. Against both Dallas and Cincinnati, the Chargers 
failed to score in the second half. 
The Jets and the Chargers were 10-22 combined last season. 
Wyche drew a sigh of relief after Sunday's no-frills victory, in 
which quarterback Boomer Esiason threw three interceptions as 
well as three touchdown passes and was sacked three times. 
"We're not going to blow teams away this year," Wyche said. 
"But it's going to be tough to pry games from us." 
Strong safety David Fulcher, a defensive hero In the first two 
games, said his unit's major part in the two victories is restoring 
some luster to Cincinnati s defense, which he contends is under- 
respected. 
"Teams will get some yards on us and some points on us, but 
when it's over it'll say, 'Bengals victory.' We think we can win if 
we hold teams to 17 points a game, because no matter what, we 
know our offense is going to get three touchdowns," Fulcher 
said. 
liiilillilililllli 
THE SEARCH IS NOW ON! dh 
•1991 MISS OHIO USA'   PAGEANT" X 
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED 
If you are an applicant who qualifies and are *™ 
between the ages of 18 and under 27 by February .';fV 
1, 1991. never married and at least a six month rSm 
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm students are -;'j\. 
eligible, you could be Ohio's representative at the _*• 
CBS •rationally televised Miss USA*   Pageant'in ™ 
February to compete for over $200,000 in cash and 41^ 
prizes The Miss Ohto USA*   Pageant for 1991 XL 
will be presented in the Grand Ballroom of the /j^, 
Radisson   Airport   Hotel   in   Columbus,   Ohto. w 
November 23rd. 24th and 25th. 1990 The new «£* 
Miss Ohio USA*  along with her expense paid trip ^L 
to compete in the CBS nationally televised Miss n9s 
USA'   Pageant, will receive over $2,000 in cash *«« 
among her many prizes All glrU Interested In jL 
competing for the title must write: •«&> 
1991 MIM Ohio USA1   Pageant 
c/o Trl-State Headquarters - Dept. CA 
347 Locust Avenue. Washington. PA 15301-3399 
Tri State Headquarter* Phone f* 412/225-5343 
Application Deadline Is October I. 1990 
Letter* MUST include a recent mnapmhot, 
brief biography, phone number and add re a*. 
'Mlu USA'   Pageant ll port of the family of Paramount Communication*. Inc 
MU* Ohio USA'    It "A Csrvsrn Production' 
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Morgan calm while Boston falters 
by Jim I like 
commentary 
CHICAGO (AP) — Twenty-six minutes on 
the deck of the Boston Red Sox' sinking ship 
would be enough to convince most men to 
jump overboard. Not so Joe Morgan. 
12:04 p.m. — With batting practice can- 
celed so the White Sox can stage a home-run 
hitting contest for local softball teams, skip- 
per Morgan arrived at the Comiskey Park 
visiting manager's office wearing a blue 
blazer, white shirt, gray slacks and a doleful 
look for Sunday's 1:35 p.m. game. 
Exactly two weeks earlier, after winning 
10 straight, the Red Sox were 64 games 
clear of the Toronto Blue Jays in the Ameri- 
can League East race. Since then, Boston 
has lost 9 of 13, five of the last six and three 
straight to Chicago and, as Morgan shut the 
door to dress, the lead had been peeled back 
to two. 
12:10 — Dwight Evans, one day back after 
missing ID-straight games, slipped a well- 
worn, brown leather Bible into his back 
pocket and announced last call for chapel. 
As a handful of players fell into line behind 
Evans, Tom Brunansky, standing off in the 
corner, yelled "Forget chapel," or some- 
thing to that effect. 
12:11 — Morgan, his expression softened 
and a gray road uniform smartly setting off 
his graying hair, opened the door and the 
MASH report commenced. 
How is Carlos Quintana ? 
"He can't throw, but he can swing. He's 
available to pinch-hit." 
Morgan does not hear, or does not want to 
hear, one interrogator tell another that 
Quintana, one of the club's hottest hitters 
sidelined the last three days with a sore right 
shoulder, was just spotted outside playing 
catch. 
"Where's the wind blowing?" Morgan 
asked. 
He is informed it is coming in from right- 
center. 
"Good," he said, "that means it will be 
swirling some and there'll be a few alleys 
where the ball willgoout." 
How is Roger Clemens' shoulder coming 
along? 
"Haven't talked to him yet," Morgan said. 
game plan still in effect — 
y, doctor's exam Wednes- 
light Same i 
throwing Tuesday 
day, maybe pitch Friday against New York? 
"Yeah." 
12:19 — Morgan is called out of the office 
for a phone call. 
12:25 — Morgan returned and put on a pair 
of tortoise shell-framed glasses that made 
him look like another deep thinker from 
Massachusetts, author John Updike. He 
looked down at the lineup card on the desk 
and said second baseman Marty Barrett, 
who last started Monday and has been both- 
ered by a sore knee and a bad back, "is out 
of there." 
"He said sitting on the bench yesterday 
didn't help any." 
Is shortstop Tim Naehring gone for the 
year? 
"I would think so." 
Over the next few minutes, Morgan effec- 
tively killed any notions that injuries are to 
blame for Boston's woes. As though he had 
committed them to memory, Morgan rattled 
off the injuries that have staggered Mil- 
waukee's lineup this season and noted that if 
anybody should be cursing their luck, it is 
the Brewers. 
As the baseball questions fall away, the 
conversation turns to genealogy, then, 
whose descendants might be buried in the 
cemeteries around Walpole, Mass., the town 
where Morgan was born and still lives, and 
finally, whether the prison nearby has an 
electric chair. 
There are a few seconds of silence before 
Morgan asked no one in particular: "Would 
you rather be scalded to death or freeze to 
death?" 
After getting what he considers an unsat- 
isfactory answer, he looked pensive for a 
moment. 
"I'd dive into the lava," Morgan said 
without passion, exactly as the lunch hour 
struck the midway point. "It's a lot 
quicker." 
What you can't have, Joe Morgan has 
learned, you don't worry about. And as fate 
would have it, the Boston Red Sox are killing 
him slowly. As it turns out, the job might 
have been finished if they hadn't put him 
through this kind of thing before. 
On July 14, 1988, Morgan became the 37th 
manager of the Red Sox by replacing John 
McNamara with the club at 43-42 and tied for 
fourth place, nine games behind the AL 
East-leading Detroit Tigers. 
In what would subsequently be dubbed 
"Morgan's Magic," the Red Sox proceded to 
sweep an 11-game homestand, win 12 
straight and 19 of 20 to move into a tie for 
first place. As late as Sept. 18, they were six 
games in front. Then they lost six of the final 
seven — and still clinched the division. 
"We're a streak team all the way," Mor- 
gan said cheerfully. "It's that simple. 
Falcons  
r 1 Continued from page 9. 
blocked almost everything the 
Scarlet Knights tried to put over 
the net, with 15 total blocks. 
Mika lead with four total 
blocks, nine kills, and a .400 hit- 
ting percentage. Schiller came 
through with three total blocks, 
six kills, and a .556 hitting per- 
centage. 
Amos chipped in with 20 assists 
for a 6.67 per game average. 
In the championship match, BG 
faced a team it had beaten in its 
only other contest against, 
Eastern Illinois. 
With the Panthers hungry for 
revenge, the Falcons had to with- 
stand the pressure and did as 
they powered through EIU led by 
Mika, who had her best game of 
the tournament. 
Mika totalled 17 kills, five 
blocks, nine digs, two service 
aces and a .441 hitting percent- 
age. 
Amos contributed well with 33 
assists an 11.00 per game aver- 
age. 
Sophomores Julie Fortkamp, 
Amy Morgan, Holli Costein, and 
Freshmen Nicky Mudrak and 
Lori Tate, all contributed with 
some key plays, helping the Fal- 
cons to victory. 
"I want to give a lot of credit to 
the people that came in off the 
bench too because they played 
really well on the right side," van 
De Walle said. 
CAMPUS 440 E  Court 352-9638 
POLLYEYES  A Buffct eva^y 
COUPONS WORTH CLIPPING 
 1  
s9.00 | 
Any Large 14 Inch j 
Two Item Pan Pizza & | 
One Quart of Coke I 
Extra hems 1 211 A '10 90 value j Extra Items 70' 
tnvnis i v(.  it i i. 'a. | i   winsimnni 
'4.25 
Any Small 10 inch 
with One item 
s13.95 
Two 14 inch 
Two Item Pizzas 
and Two Mugs of Coke 
Extra hems 1 20 A '19 SO value 
f 
A '5 50 value 
s10.95 
Two 12 inch 
Two item Pizzas 
and Two Mugs of Coke 
Extra hems   W A Mb 50 value 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 1990-91 
BGSU FALCONETTES 










































SPECIAL ^vV Roon, 
8 
THE FALCONETTES WILL PERFORM AT 
THE FOLLOWING HOME HOCKEY GAMES: 
Thursday, October 18 - Michigan 
Saturday, November 3 - Michigan State 
Friday, December 14 - Michigan State 
Friday, February 8 - Ferris State 
Friday, February 22 - Ohio State 
%******************************* 
oz. New York Strip 
Steak Dinner 
with Potato & side i >ish 
Only $5.95 
Sunday 
Mon - Thurs 
Friday    . . . . 
12:00 -2:()() P.M. 
11:30-1:30 P.M. 
4:30 - 7:()() P.M. 
11:30A.M. - 1:30P.M. 
Located in the University I'nion 
Quantum BO card accepted afiei i K> loi on-< ampus students! 
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KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY 
OFFICERS 
FALL 1990 
Grand Master Crag Valandingham 
Grand Procurator Clark Myers 
Grand Master of Ceremonies Rich King 
Grand Scribe Nick Kluding 
Grand Treasurer Doug Hack 
Assistant Treasurer Mike George 
Alumni Chairman Dave Duve 
Communications Chairman Greg House 
Guards Tony Cunningham 
Al Crash 
Jerry Fork 
Historian   Greg  Lopeman 
House Manager Bob Conley 
Tony Cunningham 
Philanthropy Chairman Rich King 
I.F.C. Representative Brad Dumbauld 
Pledge Education Greg Hardy 
CD. Joan 
Rush Chairman Mark Blakely 
Dan Brett 
Dan Traweek 
Scholarship Chairman Mike George 
Public Relations Greg Rosetti 
Parents Day Chairman Brad Dumbauld 
Social Chairman Mike Shull 
Community Service Mike Shull 
Athletic Chairman Jeff Hudock 
EXCELLENCE IN LEADERSHIP 
COMING SOON! 
- 
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1990 BGSU 
HOME FOOTBALL 
OCT   6   OHIO 
Homecoming! 
OCT   20   EASTERN 
Under The Lights! 
Student Appreciation! 
OCT   27   MIAMI 
Rivalry 
NOV   10  WESTERN 
Parents ' Day 
SUPPORT YOUR FALCONSI 
JUST PRESENT I.D. FOR ADMISSION 
 * 
I. 
SCHEDULES FOR ALL PALL SPORTS ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT 
THC MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE ■ GET YOURS TODAYI 
THE BG NEWS 
BLOTTER 
■Jeremy Geiser, Orrville, O., 
wu arrested for disorderly eon- 
duct and underage consumption 
Thursday morning. He was taken 
to Wood County Jail. 
■Jerry Fickes, 670 Frazee 
Ave., was cited for obstructing 
Justice at Mark's Pizza Pub, 532 
'. Wooster St., Thursday morn- 
ing. 
■A resident of the 1600 block of 
Clough Street reported Thursday 
morning that several people have 
been putting deodorant cans and 
empty jars on his van. 
■University police reported 
they found several drug para- 
phernalia in a restroom in Uni- 
versity Hall. The incident is still 
under investigation. 
■An electric fan was thrown 
out of a third floor window in Kohl 
Hall and landed on a car Friday 
morning. Damaged was esti- 
mated at $200. 
■Two residents of Anderson 
Hall have been referred to the Of- 
fice of Standards and Procedures 
after violating a liquor law in 
their room Friday morning. 
■Three cars were reported to 
be vandalized while parked in Lot 
H Friday morning. 
■Campus police received a 
complaint of a pig's foot found on 
the front porch of a sorority house 
Friday afternoon. 
■Jennifer Osborn, Stow,  O., 
was cited for disorderly conduct 
Friday evening. 
■Brian Poe, Findlay, was cited 
for underage consumption Friday 
morning. 
■ Police received a complaint 
of a loud party at 21S E. Poe Road 
Friday morning. 
■Michael Homan, 542 Frazee 
Ave. Apt. 14., was cited for 
underage drinking at Taco Bell 
Friday morning. 
■A resident of the 500 block of 
E. Merry St. reported someone 
had stolen a toilet tank lid from 
her apartment Friday evening. 
■Kenneth Earnest, Norwalk, 
O., was cited for disorderly con- 
duct Friday evening. 
■ Angela Cauley, Huber 
Heights, O., was cited for open 
container and furnishing alcohol 
to minors Friday evening. 
■Daniel Hogan was arrested 
for criminal damaging and taken 
to Wood County Jail Saturday 
morning. 
■Ron Callahan, Augusta, On- 
tario, was arrested for disorderly 
conduct with persistence and 
underage consumption Saturday 
morning. He was taken to Wood 
County Jail after police respond- 
ed to a loud music complaint. 
■Frank Krailler, Loveland, O., 
and Dominick 1'etrocelli, Bata- 
via, O., were cited for disorderly 
conduct after they were  seen 
urinating at the corner of North 
Prospect and East Wooster 
Streets Saturday morning. 
■Gregory Tackett, 138 Kohl 
Hall, was cited for open container 
at the corner of North Prospect 
and East Wooster Street. 
■Linda Wise, 835 Fourth St. 
Apt. 8, was cited for DUI Satur- 
day morning. 
■ Carl Saunders, Akron, was 
cited for open container Saturday 
morning. 
■Bruce Lenox, Rossford O., 
was cited for disorderly conduct 
after urinating on a car in the 
First Federal Bank parking lot 
Saturday morning. 
■ Police received a complaint 
of a loud party in the 800 block of 
Third Street Saturday morning. 
■A resident of the 800 block of 
Napoleon Road reported to police 
he found a large boa constrictor 
crawling in his apartment Satur- 
day morning. 
■Dale Hampshire, no address 
given, Betsey Worthington, 835 
Fourth St. Apt. 11 and Gregory 
Wilfong, Cincinnati, were cited 
for open container at the corners 
of Elm and Third Streets Sunday 
morning. 
■Kevin Brown, 329 Compton 
Hall, was charged with theft Sun- 
day afternoon From El-Bee Shoes 
in the Woodland Mall. 
Wellness Center combats 
student eating disorders 
by Greg Watson 
staff writer 
Eating may be one of the basic 
functions of life but it is a prob- 
lem for many students. 
A recent national survey said 
one out of four female college 
students has an eating disorder, 
Jean Wright, director of the Stu- 
dent Wellness Center, said. 
Sorority sisters, dancers, gym- 
nasts and male athletes are the 
largest sufferers of eating dis- 
orders, Wright said. 
"In the 1990s, there is too much 
pressure on a woman and her role 
in society," she explained. "She 
is expected to be a super-woman. 
having a job, family, go to college 
and be thin, sociable and always 
happy." 
Wright said many women lose 
weight to get a date, adding that 
boyfriends should reassure their 
dates about their weight. 
Women are not the only ones af- 
fected by eating disorders. 
Male athletes, especially wres- 
tlers, are expected to keep a 
lower body weight — this may 
lead to eating disorders, she said. 
The University Wellness Center 
will have two forums about eating 
disorders this month. 
The first, "My Friend Has an 
Eating Disorder: What Can I Do" 
will be at 8 tonight in the Union 
faculty lounge, Wright said. 
Kathy Spicer, speaker at the 
forum, said she hopes to make 
people more aware of eating dis- 
orders and what friends can do to 
help sufferers. 
Spicer, Conklin Hall director, 
said she has been involved with 
many Wellness Center programs 
in the past. 
The second forum, "You're Not 
Alone: A Personal Story," also 
will be in the Union faculty lounge 
on Sept. 25 at 8 p.m., Wright said. 
Speakers include Bev Da- 
vidson, a case worker at Lucas 
County Children's Service, as 
well as another guest who will 
give a personal account of re- 
covering from eating disorders. 
tendance of the   meetings has 
already doubled. 
"The responses of the meetings 
have been favorable." Wright 
said. "These forums have been 
different in that more students 
have stayed to talk with the 
speakers afterward." 
Wright said the forums were 
funded by a *499 grant from the 
Ohio Department of Health. 
Another program funded by the 
grant is an eating disorder sup- 
port group sponsered by the 
Wellness Center, Wright said. 
The program will begin in Oc- 
tober. 
"The group will be headed by 
two people with professional and 
personal interest in eating dis- 
orders," she explained. "We do 
not give medical treatment, but 
we offer support and encourage 
people to seek medical help." 
The two forums are the last of Students who want more in- 
four the Wellness Center has formation about the support 
sponsored. Wright said the at- group can call Wright at 372-8302. 
y°»g2it0H^ 
Prices In this ad are effective triru 
September 23,1990, at vour Bowling Green 
Stores only Ouantltv rights reserved 
"BOV"OM^-"«TONB" 
■ dr-H^l 
16 OZ. BAG 
Schultz Pretzels 
•MINI»STICK«THIN TWIST«SOUR DOUCH 
LIMIT ONE WITH COUPON S 
S10 00 PURCHASE   VALID THRU 
9 23 90 NOT TO BE USED WITH 
ANY OTHER OFFER 
Our Deli Department Has 
All The Freshest ingredients 
For A Quick & Nourishing Meal! 
Stop in today and see our large selection 
of breads, meats, cheeses and bakery items. 
YOUR CHOICE! 
Chopped 
H3in ADDED) or 
All Meat 
Bologna 
BUVONI - CET ONE 
■ d;H=tl 








LIMIT ONE WITH COUPON & 
S1000 PURCHASE  VALID THRU 
9-25 90 NOT TO BE USED WITH 











"BUVONE" "CVTONE* VUVOHI-VITOIII" 
16 OZ. TUB 
Four Winds Farm 
Sour cream 
LIMIT ONE WITH COUPON & 
S1000 PURCHASE  VALID THRU 
9-23-90 NOT TO BE USED WITH 
ANY OTHER OFFER 
SWIFT S ORIGINALS OZ. 
Brown & serve 
Sausage Links 
LIMIT ONE WITH COUPON S 
S1000 PURCHASE  VALID THRU 
9-25-90 NOT TO BE USED WITH 
ANY OTHER OFFER 
BUY ONI - CET ONE 
■ =I:JJ41 





LIMIT ONE WITH COUPON & 
510.00 PURCHASE  VALID THRU 
9-23-90 NOT TO BE USED WITH 






Help Celebrate Food Town's 42nd Anniversary! 
AS A SPECIAL "THANK-YOU" WE ARE OFFERING YOU THE CHANCE TO 
"BEEP FOR A JEEP^ 
YOU COULD WIN A 1990 JEEP WRANGLER! PICK UP AN ENTRY FORM 
AT ANY FOOD TOWN OR LISTEN TO WIOT TO QUALIFY. 
84 CONTESTANTS WILL BE SELECTED 
FOR THE SEPTEMBER 29TH 
DRAWING. 
CONTESTANTS MUST BE PRESENT AT 
OUR DOUGLAS & SYLVANIA FOOD 
TOWN TO BE ENTERED IN THE 
DRAWING FOR THE TEN FINALISTS. 
These 10 finalists will each 
enter one of 10 jeeps and press 
UlC   nOrn.   19 HORNS WILL BE DISCONNECTED! 
The finalist in the "JEEP 
THAT BEEPS" will 






by Jacqueline Porter 
city writer 
Three bills have been intro- 
duced in the Ohio Senate regard- 
ing the United States Supreme 
Court decision giving states the 
right to prevent families from 
withdrawing life support from 
their relatives. 
The three bills propose certain 
rules patients must follow if di- 
agnosed as terminally ill or if 
they should become incapable of 
making decisions for themselves, 
Bill Connelly, legislative aide to 
State Senator Betty Montgomery, 
said. 
Senate Bill 13 allows a Durable 
Power of Attorney. This law ex- 
tends the decision rights from the 
patient to another person if at 
some time the patient would be- 
come permanently unconscious, 
Connelly said. 
"It could be used to voice the 
person's desire to go without 
radiation or make termination of 
life supports," he added. 
Senate Bill 13 passed in 1989. 
Proposed Bill 379 allows people 
to dictate either written or orally 
what services they wish to 
receive if they should become 
Bermanently unconscious, Conne- 
ysaid. 
"The decision [of who will de- 
cide if the patient becomes un- 
conscious] becomes a hierarchy." 
Connelly said. "The first person 
to make the decisions is assigned 
by the patient himself." 
Connelly said the Bill also 
states that two physicians must 
be present at the site to verify if 
the patient is incapable of making 
their own decisions. 
The 'living will' bill, Senate Bill 
380, also has been proposed. 
A living will is a document in 
which a person may specify what 
procedures he or she wants upon 
becoming permanently uncon- 
scious. 
"This bill would allow Ohioans 
to prepare erplicit instructions in 
advance about their desires re- 
garding the type of treatment 
they do or do not want under cer- 
tain situations," Connelly said. 
The bill would be a document 
Qle can use to voice their 
h care decisions if they 
would become permanently un- 
conscious and unable to make 
their own decisions, he said. 
Ohio is one of 12 states which 
does not have a living will law. 
"The living will bill has had 
many problems — many people 
are against it, Connelly said. 
"Doctors are against it, [it is] 
their job is to preserve life — they 
don't like the idea of removing 
such care," he added. 
SEE STORE DISPLAY FOR COMPLETE DETAILS. IN 
COOPERATION WITH WIOT AND 7-UP BOTTLING CO. 








211 West Hall 372-7418 
Fatman- -byJohn Boissy 
/►AST uee< ... rvc toowZo 
FATMANJ    Dt»...uoufi 
THeac's A V-c *x OMMCVS " 
^ RRou  RUMS  Amuat IN MtTBO   ClTV/ 
He iDM.' YAHOO/ 
-^ &OOD GoV   Atob  P«_OiM, 
Tut    ■**#*». TWM-r-   tPUMIft^/ 
S'tco  orp-   TO  GATMe* 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES 
Campus Recruitment Calendar 
ACCOUNTING 
ForTh«Ws«ksof: 
October 1.8. 15.22.4 29, 1990 
Scheduling On-Campus 
Interview Appointments: 
The first day ol signups lor accounting inter- 
views during the period ol October 1 through 
Oct 31. 1990. wil be held on Wednesday. 
September 19. at 4 p.m. m the Northeast 
Commons All registrants must have a First 
Choice Interview Card to participate in the lirst 
day ol signups Alter the first day students 
and alumni may sign-up for interviews from 8 
a m to 5 p.m at the University Placement Ser- 
vices. 360 Student Services Building A Oats 
Sheet must be submitted for each Interview 
scheduled at the time of sign-up. 
Cancellation of Interview Appointments: 
Cancellation ol an interview must be reported in 
person to the University Placement Services no 
later than 5 p.m. one week (7 lull days) before 
the interview day Complete a cancellation card 
in the Sign-Up Room of the Placement Office 
Cancetations after this time wll be considered 
a no-show Cancellations win NOT be accepted 
by telephone You are encouraged lo carefully 
consider employers before signing up for inter- 
views 
No Show Policy: Faaure to appear for a sched 
uted interview or violation ol the cancelehon 
pofcey wiN result In immediate suspension ol 
your sign-up privileges lor the next recruiting 
period H you did not honor your scheduled in- 
terview . you are required lo write a letter of apo- 
logy to the employer for missing the interview. 
bring the letter with an addressed, stamped en- 
velope, and meet with a Placement Counselor 
before scheduling any additional interviews 
Any student who "no-shows' twice will be de- 
nied interviewing privileges for the remainder of 
the academic year 
Notice   on   Citizenship   Requirements:   An 
asterisk (") following an organizational name 
denotes specific requirements regarding work 
status in the United States Please review these 
requirements carefuly Only those organiza- 
tions with an asterisk (*) wil interview candi- 
dates with a student visa. Students who do not 
meet the work status requirements are encour- 
aged to sign-up on the waiting list 
Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presen- 
tations offer valuable information about career 
paths, detailed position responsibilities and or- 
ganizational philosophy All students scheduling 
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend 
appropriate Spotlights Spotlight presentations 
are usualy held at trie University Placement 
Services office at 6 p.m. or 7 30 p.m. To enter 
the Student Services Building In the evening. 
you must use the second floor, patio entrance 
Professional dress for Spotlight presentations is 
recommended Please consult the calendar tor 
appropriate dates, times and locations 
Additional Placement Services: There are im- 
portant services available to you at the Universi- 
ty Placement Services Please note that not an 
organizations and companies regularly recruit 
on college campuses The kst below generally 
reflects the high demand areas in the world of 
work Don't become discouraged II your career 
field is not requested To assist you in conduct- 
ing an assertive job search, the University 
Placement Services provides career and 
placement counseling, credential services. |Ob 
search workshops, professional development 
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon Ca- 
reer Connection The excellent Center tor Ca- 
reer Resources, located Hi Room 300 Student 
Services Building, offers you career and em- 
ployer information and current )ob vacancies in 
ALL career fields Placement Counselors direcl- 
ly refer registered students lo employers m 
their desired career fields Insure your access 
lo these services by registering with the Uni- 
versity Placement Services In your final year at 
Bowing Green State University 
Thursday. October 4 
Arthur Andersen a Company 
Dana Corporation 
Friday, Octobers 
Hausaer a Taylor 
Wednesday. October 10 
Artesian industries 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co 
Thursday. October 11 
Detoirte & Touch* 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co 
Friday, October 12 
Delome A Toucne 
Price Waterhouse 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
Wednesday, October 17 
W«am Vaughan Company 
Thursday. October 1« 
Coopers & Lybrand 
Tuesday, October 23 
Crowe, Chlzek a Company 
Wednesday, October 21 
KPMGPeatMarwick 
Thursday, October 25 
Marathon 04 Co 
Friday, October 26 
Emet* Young 
• Join FMA ' 
Info Night 
Sept   18. 7 30pm 
AssemblyRm , McFail 
• AUMajors Welcome ' 
• COLLEGE DEMOCRATS ENDORSE THE 
FOLLOWING U S G CANDIDATES ■ 
ALL OF THEM  
* * * American Marketing Association * * * 
• * * Membership Drive * * * 
September 4-21.1990 
BA Lobby 9:30 -3:00 
MSC Lobby 9:30 -2:30 
1989-90 Outstanding Midwest Chapter 
of the Year 
* All Majors Welcome! ' 
Amnesty International 
Informational Meeting 
Tues .Sept 18. 7.30 
305 Mosely 
Any Questions7Call 352-6074 
Everyone Welcome1 
Write a Letter. Save a Life 
The Sport Management Alkance Meeting 
Wednesday, September 19. 8 30pm in 113 
BA 
ATTENTION ALL SUDENTS' 
LEARN TO SKATE AT THE BGSU SKATING 
CLUB SESSIONS     EVERY TUESDAY. 9 15 
v 10.15pm 
Attention Psych Majors and Minors 
There   will   be   a   general  meeting   lor   PSI- 
CHIUPA Tuesday Sepl  18 at 8 30pm Room 
101 Psych Building Be There1 
ATTENTION 
School of HPER 
CLUB SPORTS 
PRESIDENTS MEETING 
Thurs . Sept 20. 4p m 
202 Memorial Hall 
BGSU SAILING CLUB 
Regattas parties, and more' 
Learn more about us 
Weds. Sept 19th 9 00pm 
519LeroyAve Apt #34 or 
Call Michelle or Nancy 352-6725 
 BGSU SAILING CLUB 
BGSU WATER SKI TEAM 
Members and Prospects   Meeting on Thurs . 
Sept 13 at 7 00pm m 112 BA Cant make it? 
CalUodi 354-7362 or Sharon 372^6509 
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
Be a voice on womens issues, college issues 
and more Come jorn us lomte 9pm  110BA 
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
Come to the WFAL Information Night!!! 
You don't have to be an RTVF major to become 
involved in campus radio On Air. Promotions. 
Programming. Production. Research, etc Gel 
Involved' Come to 1 21 W Hall Wednesday the 
19th. at 7 00pm 
Come to the WFAL Information Night ■" 
You don t have to be an RTVF major to become 
involved in campus radio On Air. Promotions 
Programming. Production. Research, etc Get 
Involved'Come to 121 W Hall Wednesday the 
19th. at 7 00pm 
FIESTA - ESPANA - FIESTA 
Do you need something different and unique m 
your hfe Come Join SPANISH CLUB! 1 st meet- 
mg Thursday Sept 20. 107 Hanna at 8 00 
Elections will be held'Any r8. Call 354 7573 
Mlcbala 
LSAT Study Review Sessions 
Wed   Sept 19   8pm   304 Hayes   Bring BAR 
ON S Guide to LSAT  Sponsorod by Phi Alpha 
Delta, pre law fraternity   All majors welcome 
PEACE COALITION meets 9pm Tuesday @ 
UCF   Corner ol Ridge and Thurslm   -'Its not too 
Ul*-   ,.-r 
PI SIGMA EPSILON 
t st Formal Meeting 
Thurs   Sept 20 
7 30 • 116 BAOPEN TO ALL 
 PI SIGMA EPSILON  
SENIORS 
Call   The   KEY   office   at   372 8086   lor   your 
senior picture appointment   The photographer 
will be on campus Sept   10-28 
STUDENT MEETING AGAINST POLICE OP 
PPESSION Tue St 7 30 m 403 Moseley Now 
let's do something' 
THE RADIO & TV NEWS DIRECTORS ASSO 
CIATION - BGSU CHAPTER - WILL MEET 
THURSDAY, SEPT.20 AT 900pm IN THE TV 
STUDIO IN WEST. NEW MEMBERS WEL- 
COME. LEARN HOW RADIO & TV IS PRO- 
DUCED BY THE PROFESSIONALS. FOR 
MORE INFO. CALL 353-8737. 
' JUST SAY KNOW . LEGALIZE MARIJUANA' 
Wed & High Noon behind Moseley Hall 
speaker on legalization Wed night 
PERSONALS 
Vote lor GREG RICHEY 
for US G. Senator 
Your Off-Campus Representative 
Integrity and 
Commitment to Oil-Campus Students 
LOST & FOUND 






Gel the  edge on the  competition use our 
professional resume service   For a free bro- 
chure outlining our complete list of our services 
and reasonable rates send a sell addressed 
stamp  envelope  1*10)   to    RLR.  P.O    Bo* 
1611.Fmdlay.Oh>o45B30  
PREGNANT? 
We can help   FREE pregnancy tests & suppor- 
tive   services    Confidential     BG   Pregnancy 
Centor Call354HOPE 
MARGIE 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PEARLING 
TO PATSTER WATSTER! WE'RE SO HAPPY 
FOR YOU! WHAT A LONG STRAIGHT SHIP 
IT'S BEEN' SCHNOOPY LOVES YOU! LOVE. 
T.L.C. 
Phi Sigma Kappa Phi Sigma Kappa 
RUSH 
Phi Sigma K.I; 
00 wfi.it others 
DREAM about' 
The dream shirts 
here' 
Rush 
Phi Sigma Kappa Phi Sigma Kappa 
Phi Sigma Kappa Phi Sigma Kappa 
Sept   18 
Game Shows and 
RatRaces 
it s all at 
the Big Tent 
in old Iralernity 
Row 
between 7 30 and 10 00 pm 
RUSH 
RUSH 
Phi Sigma Kappa Phi Sigma Kappa 
DG'DG'DG'DG-CARRIE      WIT 
TE'DG*0G-DG-DG 
I can r tell you how excited I am to have you as 
my Mile You are everything I could ever ask for 
In it little & friend I'm looking forward to the 
awesome times weN have together Maybe one 
of these days we will finally make it to TCBY 
LITB Big Stacy 
CHRISTMAS IS SEPT 22 
For Sue. Kris and Sean and oh yean Kelly 
pseudo-roomie Get sel tor an excellent adven- 
ture Be (ocussed Remember to wear those 
special earrings PARTY ON UNDER THI 
MISTLETOE DUDE' 




a lew good 
Rush Phi Sigma Kappa" 




Phi Sigma Kappa Phi Sigma Kappa 
" BALLOON SALE •■ 
Don t miss this chance to send 
to that special someone, a trend 
• ,' tontmaja i btfloofi bouq M 
Only 4 mo*e aays m the Union 
from 10 3 30 
" GAMMA PHI BETA •• 
Monday thr.i Thursday 
i' on Building 
$1 00 
■i 00 
Immediate opening itvailable for daytime dt»Sr* 
ery    Hours   1 t 6    M I     YOU DO NOT NEED 
YOUR OWN CAR    n. .    .    •,,■■, 
-I M F 
' GREG RICHEY lor US G- ' 
' GREG RICHEY lor US G ' 
• GREG RICHEY tor U.S.G ■ 
' GREG RICHEY tor U S G   * 
Q WINTHROP TERRACE Apts AND THE FALCONS. . . 
A WINNING COMBINATION 




ffliiS^fe WELCOMES YOU BACK 




omarA       Lower Level 
Open 
Sunday - Thursday 
6:0O pm - Midnight 
■Ml         s~~/\       H.irshman 
Kjl       CTI /   )      Lower Level 
4    «r0pen 
Jfl       Sunday - Thursday 




Sunday - Thursday 
7:30 pm -11:30 pm 
/«*7   ST81 A           McDonald **?>            North 
G AK'DI. N      _ 
HNsa   Open 
Sunday - Thursday 
n.ooam - ii:oopm 
Open 
Tuesday - Saiurday 
730 pm - 11:30 pm 
* CRUSH ' 
■ CRUSH ' 
• CRUSH" 
mjGreg 
Just wanted yo 
last Saturday 
joKe' |ha ha') 
L 
lo know that 1 had a great imp 
And   sorry about the    1 
Love  KKG pledge Robin 
' ' • RUSH FIJI '   * • 
* *   * RUSH FIJI * * ■ 
• * * RUSH FIJ( "   *   * 
• GHEG RICHEY lOfUSG   ' 
'GREG RICHEY tor U.S.Q. ' 
• GREG RICHEY lor U.S.G. * 
' GREG RICHEY loi U.S.G. ■ 
' GREG RICHEY lor u SG - 
' GREG RICHEY lor U SG   ' 
continued on p. 14 
Student Recreation Center 
WEIGHT ROOM AWARENESS 
Stop in anytime 
Monday-Thursday between 7-9pm SRC 
Come and learn more about 
Nautilus and Universal weightlifting! 
For more information contact 
Lauren Mangili at 372 - 2711. 
CHECK OUT THESE 
Super Service Specials 
ASz 
WE ACCEPT r 
>qHp) TOWING 
ALL SERVICE SPECIALS'BELO'W'INCLUDE"' 
IHDlfflftl 











FOR MOST CARS 
FRONT DISC 
Includes Pads A Inslallation, 
Some Metallic Pads & 
Foreign Car Work Extra 
REAR DRUM 
Includes Snoes & Labor 
Some Foreign Car Work 
Extra. 
Quality Work at Reasonable Rales 
YOU CAN DEPEND ON OUR STAFF Of 
CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS 
TUNE-UP 
4 Cyl. $ MM 
ONLY       ■#■# 
6 Cyl. . . . $48.00 
8 Cyl $54.00 
ON MOST CARS 
Includes  spark  plugs,  set 
ting timing, adj carb 
5-Point Winter 
Electrical Check 
We'll check your battery) 
alternator, regulator, 
atarter . and    electrical 
eyetam. 
Stadium View Sunoco 
1530E. WoosterSt., B.G. 
Phone 352-0387 
SERVICE BAYS OPEN 
8 a.m.-io p.m. 




Avant Gafde Book 
Avant Garde Book Oblique 
Avant Garde Demi 





Berkeley Okteyte Book 
Berkeley Oldstyle Booh Hah 
Berkeley Oldstyle Medium 
tkrkelry Oldstyle /lulu 
Berkeley Oldstyle Bold 
Berkeley Oldstyle Bold Ualk 
Berkeley Oldstyle Black 




Hinlitm Hold Italic 
Ketafoni Paatrr 
Bookman IJght 
Bookman IJght Italic 
Bookman Demi 
Bookman Demi Italic 
Century Old Style 
Century Old Style Italic 
Century Old Style Bold 
Clearface Regular 
Clearface Regular Italic 
Clearface Bold 
Clearface Hold Italic 
Clearface Heavy 
Clearface Heavy Italic 
Clearface Black 








Futura Heavy Oblique 
Fi/tvra Extra BoM 
Fim.ro f .tra Bold OW. 
(ianmond i.ijdit 
(in mini mil Ughl Italic 
(jaramond Hold 






Helvetica Light Oblique 
Helvetica Black 
Helvetica Black Oblique 
Helvetica Condensed Light 
Helvetica Condensed L ight Oblique 
Helvetica Condensed 
Helvetica Condensed Oblique 
Helvetica Condensed Bold 
Helvetica Condensed Bold Oblique 
Helvetica Condensed Black 




ITC Cheltenham Book 
nc Cheltenham Booh Italic 
IH Cheltenham Bold 
ITC Cheltenham Bold Italic 
ITC Kabel Book 
ITC Kabel Medium 
FTC Kabel Demi 
ITC Kabel Bold 
ITC Kabel IMra 
Korinna Regular 
Korinnh Kursio Regular 
Korinna Bold 
Korinna Kursio Bold 
New Cent. Schlbk. Roman 
New Cent. Schlbk. Italic 
New Cent Schlbk. Bold 








Palatino Bold Italic 
Sent Gothic Light 
Sent Gothic 
Serif Gothic Bold 
Seril Gothic Extra Bold 
Sertf Gothk Heovy 
i. .I* ^   ■»'  aii ii '■in vniK ■woi 
Souvenir Light 
Souvenir Light Italic 
Souvenir Demi 





Tiffany Demi Italic 
rmamtyHemarj 




Times Bold Italic 
Zapf Cfiaruenf Medium Italic 
+*»*OOTA (Zapf Dingbats) 
Compugraphic 8600 Fonts 
American Classic 
American Classic Bold 
Mri 
Avanl Garde Extra Light 
Avant Garde Medium 















English Times Italic 
English Times Bold 




r><* Booovi (Greek Bodoni) 











Korinna Extra Bold 
News No. 3 






Serif Gothic Regulor 
Serlt Gothic Heovy 









With over 178 typefaces in 55 different families, the UniGraphics 
type collection is continually expanding to offer the type you need. 
Whether you need type output for a desktop publishing job, type for 
a new brochure, or just a line of type to replace on existing art— 
we know your type. 
UniGraohks 
211   West  Hall        372-7418 
rofltmoed from p. 13 
Ann* Carteton for USG off-cemput senator 
VOW at the Union Tuesday me 18m 
■ACK YARD FOOTBALL 
Anyone nlereelod m playing backyard football 
on weafcmghtaor weekends cal 352-1373 
Roommate needed - Furnished Apartment - 
e Ftaa cable tree gas 1 water $226 pei 
month & electric Non smoker Contact Dave 









Happy Belated Birthday 




lor USG District Senator 
VOTE FOR 
JOANNA WEAVER 
USG OFF CAMPUS STUDENT SENATOR 
VOTE FOR 
JOANNA WEAVER 







Seniors Michaae & Andrea. I met you two 
weeks ago al Downtown ■ singing w' Kenny 
Reeves Cal me at 3538737  
SIGEP 
Congratulations Mike Thompson and Tern Cole 
on then recent engagement 
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsilon 
SIGEP KAY-DEE 
Congratulations Jamie Pesch and Traci Miglior 
ino on the* recent lavallenng 
The Brothers lo Sigma Phi Epsilon 
SIO EP AOTT 
Congratulations   Pele   Cushnie   and   Wendy 
Booth on their recent engagement 
The Brothers ot Sigma Phi E psilon 
SKI EP KAPPA 
Congratulations Christian Treend and Tracy 
Schlotterbeck on their recent lavakenng 
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsilon 
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERN PROG. 
has a Spring or Summer Job tor you! 
All majors can gat a prolasslonal asp. 
In D.C. and 12-15 hours credit. 
Come lo the annual "kick-oil" 
and get the facts. Wad. Sept. 191h. 
3:45 Unlon^Jhlo Room 
Call Co-op 372-2451 to reserve a seal 
You got It. I want it! 
Mountain bike needed' 
Let's deal 
Cat Diane at 354 4364 
VALERIE 
We met at the South Side Johnny concert m 
Cleveland  On Sept  2nd we mel again at the 
U C football game 
Can Sieve. (513)752 3852 
WANTED 
HELP* We need a female roommate NOW' Apt 
wil be shared with 3 girls Close lo campus 
CALL KATIE at 353- 7807 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Female lo snare apt  w 3 others  VERY close 
lo campus   $145 75 a uM   Leave message 
'■.3B4B'  
One female roommate needed to share one 
bdrm apl Rent $169 pay gas a elec Can 
353-8764  
Ouiet grad needs F rml for unfurn 2 bdrm apt 
Own room' Cal Tracey at 353-8649 
WANTED: 1-2 roommates female male Lo- 
cated Second a Elm $165 mon a elec Cal 
352-4545. leave message  
HELP WANTED 
A/ea company seeks college students to mar- 
kef the company's screen printing services 
Great earnings, potential with limited time re- 
quirements Complete training A support pro- 
vided Interested parties should forward a re- 
sume (include phone •*) to Custom imprmta 
Met. 1200 Drake Ave . Fmdlay. OH 45840 
Best Fundraisers On Campus' 
Is your fraternity, sorority or club interested m 
earning $500 00 to $1.000 00 tor a one 
week on-campus marketing protect? You must 
DO well-organized and hard working Call Mon- 
■caaHSOO) 592-2121 ext 115  
CASEY'S 
Hamburgers A Yogurt is htnng 
tor short or long shilts 
1025 N Mam 352-9113 
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE 
FULL -TIME AND PART-TIME 
DURING B G S U CLASSES 
Our company is seeking employees to perform 
unskilled kght production work  Flexible hours 
Open 7 days a week, morning, afternoon and 
evening shifts   Plant location is only 2 blocks 
from 8 G S U   campus   The rate of wage is 
$3 80 per hour  If interested pickup an appli- 
cation  at  the   company  office    ADVANCED 
SPECIALTY   PRODUCTS.   INC .   428   Clough 
St.    Bowling    Green.    OH    43402.    (419) 
354-2844 
AN INVITATION TO FRESHMEN MEN 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
The Nation's Largest Social Fraternity 
Open House - Tonight from 7 to 9 
Learn About Fraternity Life with the SAE's 
Tour Our Fraternity House - Meet our Members 
New Fraternity Row - Adjacent to Conklin Hall 
UNDER 
THE 
Student Appreciation Day 
October 20. 1990 
"Trivia Bowl" 
Trivia Bowl will be published each Tuesday for the next five weeks in The BG News, 
back page. The group or individual that answers the most questions correctly each 
week will be entered in the championship round to be held the week of the game. 
The final winner will be announced at the football game October 20, BGSU vs. 
Eastern Michigan and be treated to a tailgate party and reserved seating for the 
following week's football  game. 
WEEK #1 
I. Thii BGSU football player led th» Falcons in both rushing and receiving in 1984. 
a) Barnard Whit* b) Martin Bayless c) Brian McClure d) Molvin Marshall 
2. How many wisdom t»a>th are there In a normal set of teeth? 
a) 2 b) 3 c) 4 d)6 
3. Which BG football player was not named the Mid-American Conference MVP? 
a) Brian McClure b) Mark Miller c) Joe Green d) Phil Vlllapiano 
4. How many grams moke up a decagram? 
a) 2 b) 4 c) 6 d) 10 
5. What current member of the BG football team is a third generation Falcon? 
a) Lee Boyer b) Nick Sims c) Billy Horn d) Pat Gucciardo 
6. What's the highest mountoin in the U.S.? 
a) Mount McKinley b) Mt. St. Helen's c) Mount Olympus d) Pike's Peak 
7. BG's first conference championship in football came in 1921. Name the conference, 
a) Little Ohio Conference b) Ohio Conference 
c) Northwestern Ohio Athletic Conference d) Ohio Athletic Conference 
8. What was the name of the first railroad to cross the U.S.? 
a) Norfolk S Western b) Southern c) Union Pacific 
9. Who is the winningest BGSU football coach? 
a) Earl Krieger b) Doyt Perry c) Denny Stoli 
d)BSO 
d) Don Nehlen 
10.What is your Zodiacal sign if you're born on July 15? 
a) libra b) Cancer c) Pisces d) Sagittarius 
Questions Provided by BGSU Sports Information 
Your name: (group or individual)  
Phone   number:  
Address:    
Entries due each Friday, 4p.m. 2iO West Hall 
Earn Extra Money For Chriatmas 
Work al an area Country Club 
*" • Great pay. Friendly atmosphere' • 
V 'Free meals and Car Pools from BG' 
Contact Karen Jones al 6660440 
Betmonl Country Club 
Help Wanted 
Lawn maintenance lor Knickerbocker Lawns 
Call 352 5822 
LOOKING FOR BG GIRLS 
WANTING TO FORM FEMALE REVIEWS1 
GOOD TIME • GOOD MONEY 
CALL JOHN 874-2222 
COCONUT BEACH CLUB 
No telemarketing 
$6.85 base pay 
Inter national llrm muat fill 
Immediate part-time openings. 
Evening a weekend hours available 
Co-opt • scholarships possible. 
Full training provided. 
Call 1-362-1060 
Now hiring kitchen help Apply al Fnckers. 
27390HelenDr   175exit 193behindSohio 
Part-time babysitter needed by professional 
couple lo watch our 5 yr old daughter m our 
home $2 per hour 352-3852  
Part time help wanted Medium to heavy labor 
$4 00 per hour pay Contact Terry 353-8312 
Read books at home1 $100 Title' Guaranteed1 
Free 24 hour recording 1415-289 96901 
Student with car for yard work A Fal general 
cleanup 666 4527 after8pm 
WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS. 
Earn up to HOfhr.Markel credit cards on 
campus Flexible hours Only 10 positions 
available Call NOW 1-BOO-950-S472 Ext. 20. 
FOR SALE 
1978 Chevy Monza V 6 $250 or best offer 
Cal 353-3631  
1981 4-door Honda Accord Runs Great1 
Needs exhaust $400 00 Must Sell 
372-6340 
2 Round Trip Tickels 10 Hawaii $400 lor both 
353-9000 
250 wall stereo receiver Speakers optional 
$200 00 Call354-7094 
FOR SALE 
1980 Dodge Omm Good running car Body fair 
condition   $325 or best oiler 686-4325 
Harmon Kardon Stereo 2 speakers all in one 
changer FM radio, lape deck Make offer After 
4 362-8511  
Large wooden desk Make me an offer Call 
686-6355  
MCS 100 Watt Stereo 
Includes   equalizer   turntable, dual cassette, 
receiver,   cabinet    and  2   speakers    $300 
354 5660  
Queen size waterbed. excellent condition, 
headboard, good mattress and liner. $100 or 
best otter, call 354 6690 
SEIZED CARS, trucks boats 4wheelers. 
motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available your 
area now Call I8051682-7555 Exl C-2804 
Will pay cash lor your used CD's. $5 00 each 
Send list (title 1 artist) to Box 394 Cygnet. OH 
43413 
80 FORD T-BIRD 
CHECK IT OUT IT'S IN GREAT SHAPE 
$1000 CALL 354-6488 
87  Honda CRX HF   55mpg   Mini 
Stereo cassette. AC. new Ires 
Call 1-425-2031 
FOR RENT 
1 A 2 bedroom apts 
Immediate Occupancy 
352-7454 or 823-7555 
94 12 month leases semester leases 
Efficiency    immediate  opening   across   from 
Mark's Pizza Pub   35d-.«494 
Wanted ASAP non-smoking Iml to share 2 
bdrm. 2 bath apt on Frazee w-3 other fmtt 
Only $150 mo a elec Call 353-8951  
Women's furnished room   UtiMes paid   Hot- 
plate 352 1286 after 5 00pm 
NEW   Y 
46 « MAIM • BOWLING GRIEN 
A lot of campus rapes start here. 
